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the artist and the forger
han van meegerenmeeserenmeeverenMeeMeegerenseren and mark hofmann

edward L kimball

in 1947 the artist han van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren stood in the criminal court in
amsterdam and admitted he was guilty of forgery in what may be the
greatest known art fraud 1 forty years later in 1987 mark hofmann
confessed his guilt of forgery fraud and murder growing out of what
may be the greatest known historical document fraud 2 the two cases
show some striking similarities

han van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren a dutch artist of fair talent felt he had been
betrayed by those whose fairness and wisdom he had a right to expect
the art critics at first the critics had written approving notices but in
1923 when han was thirty four they began to belittle his work han
resented these men who had such great power over artistic reputation
and considered them incompetent and corrupt quick to praise the work
of the established artists who already had a reputation and careless in
rejecting the work of artists not yet certified by convention as worthy of
admiration it was the name that sold not the artistry at about this time
van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren began to fake paintings of other artists first frans hals
later terborch de hoogh and baburenbaburekBaburen 3 by these frauds he earned
money fed his ego and thumbed his nose at the critics who had
pronounced their negative judgment on his skill with such assurance
ultimately van meegerensMeegerens hatred of art critics became an obsession
about 1932 he conceived the idea of painting a Venvermeerneer as good as the
great masters own paintings so good that it would be accepted as
genuine 4 the critics would then be saying that van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren painted as
well as vermeer and if the truth ever came out they would be unmasked
as frauds incompetent as judges of art

mark hofmann as a young man of fourteen became disillusioned
with the mormon religion in which he had been reared 5 he concluded
that the world responded to scientific not spiritual explanation and that
his parents and church leaders were deluded in his view there was no
god 6 and joseph smiths story of visions and golden plates was false 7

hofmann lived a double life outwardly professing what he disbelieved 8

edward L kimball is a professor of law at brigham young university and a member ofoftheodthethe BYU studies editorial
board
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some of those close to him perceived that he was not the believer others
assumed him to be but no one considered him capable of any of the
crimes he committed not forgery not theft much less cold blooded
murder 9

hofmann began his career early he claims that in his teens he used
an electroplating process on a coin to forge an unusual mint mark that
experts accepted as genuine10genuine10 and that he counterfeited notary seals by
the same process I1 I1 but within a few years he had graduated to document
forgery he studied american and mormon history sufficiently to
perpetrate numerous and persuasive frauds he did it for money as an
expression of ego and with the motive of rewriting mormon history
by casting doubt on its claims to miraculous origin in the visitation of
heavenly messengers 1I dont believe in the religion as far as that joseph
smith had the first vision or received the plates from the angel moroni

I1 wrote the documents according to how I1 felt the actual events took
place in other words I1 believe that joseph smith was involved with folk
magic 12 he sought to show that the prophet was a fraud

in 1932 van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren began a four year period of secret experi-
mentation seeking to develop a foolproof method for making a recent
painting pass the tests for age with pumice he rubbed the paint off a
canvas painted by a contemporary ofofvermeervermeer and reused the centuries
old canvas he painted only with materials available to vermeer he
hand ground natural pigments as in Venvermeersneers time and used real lapis
lazuli to produce the famous vermeer blue so far it was relatively easy
the main difficulty resided in the fact that it took half a century or more
for the oil paints used in vermeers time to harden so completely that they
were not affected by alcohol or other solvents and if one used sufficient
heat to evaporate the oils quickly it either blistered or discolored the
paint but after studying texts on oils and after much experimenting
van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren finally hit upon oil of lilac mixed with the chemical
hardenersgardenershardeners phenol and formaldehyde as the medium for his pigments
baking the painting at high heat in an oven he constructed himself he
produced within hours the hard finish that he believed would protect him
against discovery he then carefully rolled the canvas until the paint had
a proper degree of cracking and superficially damaged the painting in
other ways that suggested age and neglect

hofmann studied and developed methods for simulating old
documents that withstood standard examination for forgery he used
old paper cutting the end sheets from antique books in libraries 1311

he formulated inks of the sorts used in previous centuries 14 he even
added carbon black obtained from burning seventeenth century paper
to foil carbon 14 dating teststests15 and shifted from quill pens to steel nibs
in appropriate circumstances 16 Hhee learned how to age the forged
documents with chemicals 17 heat I118I1 and exposure to ozone 19 he claimed
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even to have used red fungus 20 bread mold 21 and insects22insects22 to do damage
that suggested age and neglect

van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren chose vermeer as the subject of his forgeries
because of the painters acknowledged greatness because he had once
made a special study of vermeers work and because uncertainties about
the life of this seventeenth century painter little appreciated in his
lifetime left room for invention there existed only one known early
picture and it portrayed a religious scene there were nearly forty
paintings from vermeers later life and they used secular subjects that
left an unknown middle period van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren decided to create a
transitional picture that would fit in the gap so he chose a biblical theme
christ at emmaus consistent with vermeers earliest known painting
ironically van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren who had rejected god and religion after his
brothers death forged almost exclusively religious paintings his
biographer says that in his self pity over a troubled marriage inadequate
income and unappreciated talent he perversely identified with christs
suffering

despite Hofhermannsmanns atheism he was deeply involved withreligionwith religion
that so many of the documents he forged related to joseph smith the
prophet seems to involve more thanjustthathan justnjust moneymakingmoney making opportunity to
some extent he was consciously trying to reshape mormon history in the
image of his disbelief3disbelief3 and to embarrass the church 24 hofmann fabri-
cated documents known to have once existed such as the anthon

2521 mormon 2621 and letter general dunham 27 hetrantranscriptranscriptscrip t currency a to
also created documents which by their purported authorship and subject
could well have existed such as the joseph smith 111IIIillili blessing 2821 he
filled gaps in early mormon history with items of his own invention
often containing controversial information to enhance value

van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren worked in secrecy perhaps not letting even his wife
into his studio while he worked 2921 he earned a fair living as a portrait
painter and concealed his vermeer experiment from others after four
years perfecting the technique he spent six months using his utmost care
and skill to paint his greatest forgery christ at emmaus he did not copy
the early vermeer but he simulated its style and signed vermeers name
then van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren arranged to discover the lost masterpiece not
wanting his own name associated with the newly discovered painting
because of his previous history of combat with the critics van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren
arranged for it to be authenticated and sold through an innocent inter-
mediarymediary to whom he gave a false story about having obtained it through
a proud family fallen on hard times when an aging but famous art expert
certified the picture as a genuine vermeer a major dutch museum
bought it for 174000 in 1937 dollars

aside from the artists signature and the artificial aging van
meegerenmeeverenMeegeren met stylistic tests and used a subtle hook for the experts the
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composition of christ at emmaus borrowed much from a caravaggio
painting on the same subject the experts had already suggested that
vermeer might have been influenced by caravaggio early in his career
the pictures composition confirmed their speculations

so far as is known hofmann worked without confederates appar-
ently trusting not even his wife dori 3010 he concealed his forgeries under
the cover of substantial legitimate document dealing and his forgeries
were not copies but creative variations for example the anthon
transcript his first major discovery had characters that ran up and
down rather than horizontally as in the extant crude copy and it included
additional material consistent with charles anthonsanthensAnthons description as well
as a forged joseph smith holograph also hofmann created a letter from
joseph smith to general dunham appealing for rescue that confirmed
some historians suppositions 31

hofmann involved others in the finding32finding32 and sale of documents 33

keeping his role either hidden or subordinate 34 for example he took
the anthon transcript still sealed to an archivist at utah state university
for help in opening it 35 sometimes he had ready stories to explain where
the documents came from 3616 on other occasions he asserted that the
secretive nature of document dealing prevented his making full disclo-
sure of provenance 3717 he even discussed with customers the risks of
forgeries and how to detect them 3831

though van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren later said that he intended to reveal the
forgery once the critics had committed themselves we may be skeptical
of that but even if that had once been in his thoughts the money to be
made by forgery quickly seduced him he had mastered the criminal
skill and the money tree stood ready for harvesting the critics had
proven themselves gullible and the acceptance of one lost masterpiece
would make acceptance of another easier in 1939 van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren
counterfeited two paintings ofofdeoadede hooch and sold them for 204000 the
experts accepted them without difficulty then during the second world
war van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren painted five more vermeers fraud proved so easy
for him that some of the later pictures were of poor quality but they too
were snapped up the nazi occupation favored the forger because the
dutch felt that even if the painting was a poor example of a masmastersterssskillkill
it was still part of their artistic heritage so they raised money to keep the
canvas in the netherlands 3931 van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren rationalized saying that if the
critics and owners believed a painting genuine then it had as much value
as if painted by the person whose name he had signed to it no one had
suffered 4010

while hofmann says he was motivated primarily by money 441 he
managed to mix satisfaction at fomenting religious controversy with
profit making 42 happily achieving both objectives at once over a period
of six years he turned out a great number of forged documents accepted
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as genuine except by a few doubters 4313 he rationalized saying that if the
experts authenticated a document it was genuine by definition 44 he
claimed 1I was not cheating that person that I1 was selling it to because
the document would never be detected as being a fraud45fraud41fraud 4541 and would
continue to be worth what buyers had paid for it who had suffered

how had van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren fooled the experts at the beginning he
coupled skillful simulation ofofvermeersVermeersVenneers style with methods of aging that
carefully took into account the tests then in use to detect forgeries and
his dealings in genuine art works provided cover and some plausibility
that he might discover a lost vermeer or be chosen as intermediary by an
anonymous seller the disruption caused by the nazi occupation of his
country aided his later less careful forgeries secrecy in business
dealings became the norm and there was an eagerness to put cash into
goods that might retain value in a postwar inflation van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren
shrewdly played to the experts predilections giving them what they
expected 46 with so many marks in favor of genuineness the experts
perceived lack ofprovenance only as an annoyance not as proof of fraud

the hofmann case involvesinvolves similar explanations of his fooling the
experts he anticipated the usual paper ink and handwriting tests for
forgery indeed he was disappointed at the shallowness of the testing 47

because it did not warrant all the trouble he had gone to though
hofmann was skillful with his hands others were not aware of that and
thought forgery beyond his capacity 4841 he dealt also in legitimate
documents an occupation that provided protective coloration and the
acceptance of one document made acceptance of others easier 49

particularly since van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren had decided to fill in an empty
period in vermeers career once the first painting proved to be genuine
the subsequent finds supposedly from that same little understood
period were judged more by comparison with the first forgery than with
the long accepted masterworksmasterworks one can paint convincing pictures in a
style one has invented and the appearance of the first painting suggested
there might be other undiscovered great paintings indeed after van
meegerenmeeverenMeegeren sold his own study of the head of christ for a last supper the
obvious match between it and the last supper which he later produced
helped authenticate the larger painting at van meegerensMeegerens trial one of
the experts said candidly 1I was fooled when I1 saw the head of christ
it made me think so strongly of the emmaus that I1 was deceived in
answer to the question did you not think it strange that after this
one more Venvermeersneers were discovered he said no the historians
agree that there should be more vermeers and that the emmaus could
not be the only one of its kind in existence asked how he could have
accepted the blessing ofjacobof jacob which was characterized as the strange
one he explained yes its difficult to explain it is unbelievable that
it should have fooled me but we slid downwards from the emmaus to
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the foot washing and from the foot washing to the blessing ofjacobof jacob
a psychologist could explain this better than I1 can 5010

hofmann filled gaps in history with plausible documents they
departed from the orthodox version enough to make them intriguing but
not so far that they could be rejected out of hand he claimed to find what
others had missed succeeding by dint of dogged pursuit and by a
willingness to spend large sums of money following up on leads 51 each
find proved the efficacy of his methods more than it raised suspicions 5212

van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren told detailed stories a fabric of lies but persuasive
according to his biographer he seems to have lied finally as much from
habit and a strange humor as from any planned or constructive reason he
became totally irresponsible totally uncaring for the world and its
opinions a man who believed only in himself and who cared only for his
own tattered destiny deception absorbed him after all it was his
trade 53 detection of his best forgeries would have required either the
use of new scientific techniques or that provenance be demanded but we
are surprised that some of the poorer forgeries should have slipped by
the sheer number of new finds makes the mind boggle at the credulity
of the buyers since the total number of previously known vermeers was
only about forty however in the disrupted atmosphere of wartime no
one showed signs of suspecting with vast sums being paid one might
have expected there to be careful investigation of provenance yet there
was not van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren met demands for information about origins with
lies or with refusal on grounds of protecting the privacy of the sellers

hofmann lied brazenly persuasively 1I can look someone in the
eye and lie he said 54 incredibly cool he explains he was able to lie
without hesitation because he had studied biofeedback mechanisms and
had practiced selfseif hypnotismhypnotihypnoticSM 5515 he provided a ready convincing
explanation for lack of provenance of his documents citing customs of
the business or the sellers desire for anonymity but sometimes he
simply forged a fraudulent pedigree for the principal document 56

though van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren received a fortune for the paintings riches
intoxicated him and he could not stop he had to tell more lies to cover
for past lies at the time his fraud collapsed another partially finished
vermeer stood on his easel he thought at one point of leaving a
confession to be found after his death but he never got around to it

hofmann receivedlargereceived large sums of money for his forgeries but he got
caught in a spiral and could not bring himself to stop he even sold some
documents before he had created them 5751 his frauds grew bigger and
bigger finally including nonexistent brigham young and william
mclellinmcclellinMcLellin collections and the oath of a free man debts outpacedoutpaced
income and all the lies finally began to unravel 58 he says he attempted
suicide 59 but many are skeptical of this claim saying it would be out of
character
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in may 1945 allied investigators found the vermeer painting of
christ with the adulteress in the collection of hermann goering who
had bought it for 495000 the investigators traced the painting back
through two owners to van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren suspecting him of selling a
national treasure to the nazi leader the dutch authorities arrested him for
treason he denied knowing goering had bought the painting but
ultimately he had to declare that in any event it could not be called
collaboration with the enemy to have sold a forgery to goering the
investigators laughed at this defense but van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren finally
persuaded them when they knew what to look for investigators using
X rays found underlying paintings on some canvases chemists now
found minute traces of the phenol that van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren used in hardening
the paint by hindsight the coincidence of so many previously unknown
vermeer paintings coming to light in such a short period seemed
incredible van meegerensMeegerens confession led to a sensation with the
artistic experts scrambling to explain how despite their best efforts they
had been fooled reputations crashed and as conclusive proof of his
story during two months in the fall of 1945 van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren painted still
another Venvermeerneer while incredulous witnesses watched

in 1985 mark hofmann murdered steven christensen in hope of
concealing his numerous frauds 660 then he murdered kathleen sheets
simply to put the police on the wrong track 61 and he may have planned
to murder some third person though he claims that when the third bomb
exploded he was engaged inin a failed suicide attempattemptt 662 the search for
motive to the murders led investigators back to the documents and
suspicion of fraud but forgery came into the picture belatedly because
the documents had already passed careful review though the police felt
sure of their suspect very early the case against hofmann suffered
serious weaknesses he had successfully passed a careful polygraph
test 6361 the examiner saying 1I was totally convinced he was innocent 64

people who thought they knew him well protested that this clean cut
young man with no criminal record simply lacked the capacity for
murder furthermore he too had been the victim of a bomb though the
documents had all seemed genuine ultimately all the significant
mormon documents hofmann had discovered failed new more
sophisticated tests which showed in the ink surface of the hofmann
documents microscopic cracks that were absent on unquestionably old
documents 6561 the documents also showed some unidirectional spreading
of ink from having been hung up to dry after chemical aging 6616 with this
new evidence former authenticators retracted their opinions investiga-
tion discredited supposed provenance and finally as part of a plea
bargain hofmann confessed in some detail including demonstrating for
witnesses his ability to imitate the handwriting of historic mormon
figures 67 the experts who had accepted the documents as authentic and
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hofmann as telling the truth scrambled to explain why hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns
forgeries were too subtle to be detected by the techniques that had
previously beebeenn found adequate 6861

the trial of van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren finally took place in 1947 no one
doubted the conclusion for van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren freely admitted his crime but
even the trial provided him satisfaction he reveled in the publicity
especially when news reporters labelled him a genius despite his
confession a fewdiehardsfew diehards continued to insist that his christ at emmaus
and his last supper were too good to be forgeries he had surely made
the experts out to be fools han van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren received a short prison
sentence but he died of a heart condition before he began to serve his
term

mark hofmann pleaded guilty to two second degree murders and
two forgeries in a plea bargain that avoided first degree murder
convictions and the death penalty he also promised as part of the bargain
to detail his crimes 69 he entered the utah state prison in 1987 to serve
life imprisonment in the interviews he revealed part but not all of his
criminal scheme 70 when the transcript was made public a number of
people close to the case reacted to his statements on motivation and facts
other than the mechanics of forgery in which he took professional pride

with strong skepticism with all his admitted lies they asked why
should we believe anything hofmann says 117171 his statements to the utah
parole board which voted never to grant parole 72 exposed his view that
taking life was of no great moment As he believed there is nothing
beyond this life he was left to glory in his brief moment in the sun

these two men the artist and the forger turned their considerable
talents to crime because of vanity anger and greed they might have
gone undetected but the love of money held them captive they risked
again and again exposure and imprisonment unable to quit while ahead
their forgeries went undetected for years but ultimately came to light
when police began investigating the men for much different crimes As
bizarre as the story of mark hofmann may seem he was merely acting
out a new production of an old play
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NOTES

hope B werness calls him certainly the most audacious and successful forger of modem times
hope B werness han van meeverenmeegerenMe egeren fecitfecat inin denis dutton ed the forgers art berkeley and los angeles

university of california press 198311983 1 57 for information about van meegerensMeegerens career I1 have relied primarily
on john godley the master art forger the story ofhanefhanof han van meegerenmeeverenMe egeren new york wilfred funk 19511951 the
first major biographical treatment and the werness article which corrects some of godleysgodlessGodleys earlier errors

the first book length treatment isis linda sillitoe and allenalienailen roberts salamander the story of the
mormon forgerymurdersforgery murders salt lake city signature books 1988 1I express thanks to linda sillitoe for reviewing
a draft of this article other major sources are mitchell pacella the case of the latter day bomber american
lawyerlawyer79june79 june 1987791987 79 87 andmarkhofmannmdmarkhofmann interviews interviewsinterviewsconductedatutahstateprisonbetweenconductedatConduct edat utah stateprison between
february 11 andmayanamayand uaymayudy 271987227 1957279572 vols salt lake city office of salt lake county attorney 1987

miough3thoughminugh van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren never admitted these early forgeries it isis all but certain that he isis the artist
responsible see werness meegerenmeeverenMeegeren 17 19

his principal biographer relying heavily on family sources dates his first forgery from this time but
there isis some evidence that he forged paintings earlier including possibly even a vermeer inin 1932 that van
meegerenmeeverenMeegeren never admitted forging see werness meegerenmeeverenMeegeren 17 20

511ofmannshoflnann interviews 1 112
hofmann told the parole board that before he committed two murders he had a moment of doubt what

if there really isis a godgodo what happens if im wrongwrongswrong7 see jan thompson calm hofmann accepts life inm prison
decision deseret news 30 january 19819888

hofmann interviews 24251425
ibid 11301 130
ibid 24212 421
ibid 2409
ibid 11771 177
ibid 2425 27

13 ibid 154I1 54
14ibid 1211 21 22

ibid 12361 236
ibid 120 21211652414165 2414
ibid 124 25
ibid 1291 29 32
ibid 23632 363 67
ibid 12831 283
ibid 2462
ibid 23052 305
ibid 1 113

14 ibid 1 148 24512 451 56 474 84 compare 23582 358 59 426 27 actually only a minority of Hofhermannsmanns
forgeries were mormon documents in his confession he asserted that he had tipedbiped inin glued indozensinin dozens or possibly
hundreds offalseof falsefaise pages inm books ibid 12291 229 created jim bridger notes ibid 12881 288 94 and sold a daniel boone
letter and five hundred thousand dollars worth of forgeries to eastern dealers ibid issass1ss1 SS 14 his most significant
known forgery was the oath of a free man a supposed copy of the first printed document inin the american
coloniesibidcolonies ibid 12301 230 88828 2302302 9 which he proposed to sell to the library of congress for one and a half million
dollars

ibid 131 3 132
ibid 11821 182 222
ibid 23872 387 402

28 ibid 11331 133 72 22962 296 302
2whilewhileawhile godley says the wife was unaware werness inin meegerenmeeverenMeegeren 27 indicates that she may have

known what van meegerenmeeverenMeegeren was doing
hofmann30hofrnarm said however that she probably suspected many of his finds were fake hofmann interviews

ISS1 SS 14 and also that she did not know the extent of my fraudulent dealings ibid 2422 4211
31 ibid 23892 389
12 ibid 1941 94 97
33 ibid 2469 73

stalking3stalking the wild document an interview with lyn jacobs sunstone 10 august 1985 15 16

hofmann3hofmann interviews 1961 96 97
36 ibid 11651 165 73 232 34
31 ibid 24182 418 20 compare stalking the wild document 16
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the victims A legacy of bitter hindsight deseret news 31 july 1987
1 wernessWemess meegerenmeeverenMeegeren 50
41forfor a discussion of the aesthetics of forged art see alfred lessing what Is wrong with a forgery 9

inin denis dutton ed the forgers art berkeley and los angeles university of california press 1983 58 76
hofmann interviews 1961 96

411bidibid 1 113113133133
131nin the spring of 1985 rhett james questioned the authenticity of the martin harrishams salamander letter

basing his argument on the study of syntax using fourteen grammatical points inin a 1 october 1984 unpublished
paper titled christian cultural religious superstition the 1825 1830 letters and related documents with
suggestions for methodological examination and presentation made public inin april 1985 compare dean jessee
new documents and mormon beginnings brigham young university studies 24 fall 1984 397397416416

4411ofmannhofmann interviews 2410 425
41ibidibid 2407

wernessWemess meegerenmeeverenMeegeren 2049 50
47 47hofmannhofmann interviews 1 125 24172 417 1819

411bidibid 24302 430 lyn jacobs one of hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns associates speaking before Hofhermannsmanns confession said if
youre suggesting mark forged it it isis not possible mark hofmann isis not a forger I1 dont think mark even knows
how stalking the wild document 9

hofmann interviews 23104552 310 455
51 quoted51quoted inin godley master art forger 213 14
51 stalking51stalking the wild document 11 13

fortorwor example hofmann created fake magical talismanstalismans using characters similar to those inin the anthon
transcript hofmann interviews 25062 506 7 they could have been perceived as evidence of his fraud or as evidence
that joseph smith copied the characters from the talisman

13 godley13godley master art forger 16161igi1
hofmann interviews 1991 99

51cashcash losses will run at least 1.5151 5 million deseret news 18 august 1987 hypnosis helped
hofmann beat test provoprove herald 24 august 1987

hofmann interviews 1 100 107 116 24 168 73
ibid 23942 394 95
ibid 23992 399t07407 though one estimate isis that the mormon document frauds accounted for only a

quarter of all hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns frauds the losses with respect to the mormon items amounted to more than 1500000
see victims deseret news 31 july 1987

hofmann interviews ISS1 SS 111I1 to SS 12122itt 2424424
ibid ISS1 SS 7
ibid ISS1 SS 8

611bidibid ISS1 SS 12 24242 424
61 hypnosis61hypnosis herald 24 august 1987
64markmark hofmann Is inin an elite group he completely fooled the machine deseret news

18 august 1987

6hofmannhofmann interviews 1 131 32
661bidibid 1 163 64
611bidibid 13113124152415

pacella latter day bomber 85

6ibidbibidibid 87
before the murders had been fully discussed the interviews broke down because of disagreement about

who could be present see the three pages following page 25372 537 of the interview transcript this left unresolved
whether hofmann had fulfilled the plea bargain

allenailenalien roberts brent ashworth and george throckmorton are quoted to that effect inm hofmann
believe it or not and al rust isis quoted inin modemmodern day king richard 111IIIlii lived and operated inside a
private world of his own making both articles inm deseret news 16 august 1987

71thethe decision does not however bind a future board



the political dimension
in nephis

small plates

noel B reynolds

every people needs to know that its laws and rulers are legitimate
and authoritative this is why stories of national origins and city
foundingssoundingsfoundings are so important to human societies throughout the world
such stories provide explanations of the legitimate origins of their
laws and their rulers not untypically such traditions also deal with
ambiguous elements of the founding explaining away possibly
competing accounts when nephi undertook late in his life to write a
third account of the founding events of the lehitelehine colony it appears
that he wanted to provide his descendants with a document that would
serve this function his small plates systematically defend the nephite
tradition concerning origins and refute the competing account advanced
by the lamanitesLamanites several factors indicate that nephi carefully structured
his writings to convince his own and later generations that the lord had
selected him over his elder brothers to be lenislents political and spiritual
successor thus the writings of nephi can be read in part as a political
tract or a lineage history written to document the legitimacy of
nephis rule and religious teachings

THE traditions OF THE LAMANITES AND NEPHITES

soon after lenislents death his colony split into two groups the
lamanitesLamanites and the nephitesNephites each of these factions developed its own
explanation for nephis acquisition of authority As it was later reported
in nephite records the oral traditions of the lamanitesLamanites included claims
that

noel B reynolds is a professor of political science at brigham young university he writes 1I am greatly
indebted to a number of readers whohavehelpedwho have helped me editorially through numerous drafts ofthisorthisof this paper johnwelchjohnwelshjohn welchweich
who first set me thinking about the political implications of the rift between nephi and his brothers has provided
invaluable encouragement and has added a large number of important substantive contributions to the text I1 also
received helpful comments from several who attended an informal faculty seminar at brigham young university
and listened to the argument of the paper
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1 they were driven out of the land of jerusalemJemsalem because of the
iniquities of their fathers presumably lehi and ishmael2ishmael2

2 they were wronged in the wilderness by their brethren when nephi
took the lead of their jjourneyoumeycumey in the wilwllwildernesswildemesdemes s

3 they were also wronged while crossing the sea
4 they were wronged while in the land of their first inheritance when

nephi left and robbed the plates of brass from them
mosiah 10101212 13

five hundred years after nephi wrote his record the lamanite
charge had been simplified by the zoramiteZoramite ammoronAmmoron for behold
your fathers nephi et al did wrong their brethren insomuch that they
did rob them of their right to the government when it rightly belonged
unto them alma 5417 and ammoron adds one specifically zoramiteZoramite
tradition charging that his ancestor who had originally been faithful
to nephi had been pressed and brought out of jerusalem by nephi
alma 5423 in these terms then the nephite record portrays laman

and lemuel and their descendants and followers choosing to blame their
own failings on things done to them by others

in asserting and defending the nephite position zeniff explains
that nephi took the lead because he was righteous and called of god the
lord heard his nephis prayers and answered them and he took the lead
of theirjourneytheir journey in the wilderness mosiah 10101313 zeniff further claims
that laman and lemuel had hardened their hearts while on the sea and
that nephi departed into the wilderness as the lord had commanded
him and took the plates of brass mosiah 1016 3 A fairly
standardized version of the nephite tradition seems clearly to have been
codified early on and invoked ritualistically on the great occasion when
they met under king benjamins direction to offer sacrifices and give
thanks to the lord their god mormon carefully lists the central elements
of the nephite tradition as the content of their prayers of thanksgiving

1 the lord had brought them out of the land of jerusalem
2 the lord had delivered them out of the hands of their enemies
3 the lord had appointed just men to be their teachers
4 the lord had given them a just man to be their king who had

established peace in the land ofofzarahemlazarahemlaZarahemlaemia and who had taught them
to keep the commandments of god

5 by this means the lord had made it possible for them to rejoice and
be filled with love towards god and all men

mosiah 24

but the lamanitesLamanites did not respond to the nephitesNephites in this same
spirit from the first they sought to kill nephi 1 ne 716 hundreds of
years later zeniff reports that they were still teaching their children to
hate the children of nephi to murder them to rob and plunder them in
fine to have an eternal hatred towards them because of these alleged
wrongs from the records of his nephite fathers zeniff knew that all
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this was because laman and lemuel understood not the dealings of
the lord and that they had hardened their hearts against the lord
mosiahmdsiahmbsiahmoslahmasiah 10101414

no doubt it was because of such teachings that the first generation
ofoflamaniteslamanitesLamanites had sworn in their wrath to destroy not only the nephitesNephites
but also their records and their traditions enos 111414 one might have
thought that destroying the nephitesNephites would have sufficed but perhaps
the lamaniteslarnanitesLamaLarnanites remembered the prophecies of nephi and lehi that the
record itself would eventually be instrumental in converting their
descendants to the nephite beliefs enos 111313 the nephitesNephites talked
easily and frequently of such a possibility for example jacob 724
alma repeats this conviction when he tells the people ofofammonihahammonihah that
someday the lamanitesLamanites will believe the word of the lord and know of
the incorrectness of the traditions of their fathers alma 917 see also
jacob 43 likewise the central role of the nephite record in preserving
nephite traditions is emphasized in the account of the missionary
activities of the sons of mosiah these four young nephitesNephites undertook
their mission to the lamanitesLamanites with a prayer that they might be instru-
mental in bringing the lamanitesLamanites to the knowledge of the truth to the
knowledge of the baseness of the traditions of their fathers which were
not correct alma 179 compare alma 2117 ammons teachings to
the lamanite king lamoni emphasized the rebellions of the lamanite
progenitors as described in the nephite record alma 1837 39 and
lamoni after his conversion specifically thanked god for sending these
men to preach unto us and to convince us of the traditions of our wicked
fathers alma 247 compare alma 233 5 256 A later nephi
explained that the deeds of the lamanitesLamanites have been evil continually
because of the iniquity of the tradition of their fathers but behold
salvation hath come unto them through the preaching of the nephitesNephites
hel 154 see also hel 157

statements of apostates from the nephite tradition further
accentuate the political function served by these records for example
mosiahsMosiahs missionary sons encountered the amalekitesAmalekites who had
apostatized from the nephite beliefs and were living among the
lamanitesLamanites one amalekiteAmalekite answered aarons inquiry into amalekiteAmalekite
teaching about the coming redeemer by rejecting nephite traditions in
general we do not believe that thou knowest any such thing we do not
believe in these foolish traditions we do not believe that thou knowest
of things to come neither do we believe that thy fathers and also that our
fathers did know concerning the things which they spake of that which
is to come alma 218 this same sophistic skepticism characterizes
declarations of korihor alma 3014 27 the apostate nephitesNephites just
before the coming of christ hel 1615 23 4 and the zoramitesZoramites in
ritual prayer the zoramitesZoramites denied belief in the nephite tradition which
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was handed down to them by the childishness of their fathers rather
they believed god had elected them to be his holy children they
claimed god had revealed to them that there shall be no christ while
they were chosen to be saved the nephitesNephites were chosen to be cast by
gods wrath down to hell they thanked god further that they had not

been led away after the foolish traditions of the nephitesNephites which bind
them down to a belief of christ alma 3116 17 in answer to moronis
letter calling on him to repent ammoronAmmoron amalickiahs brother defies
the nephite teaching saying

and as concerning that god whom ye say we have rejected behold we
know not such a being neither do ye but if it so be that there is such a being
we know not but that he hath made us as well as you

and if it so be that there is a devil and a hell behold will he not send you there
to dwell with my brother whom ye have murdered whom ye have hinted that
he hath gone to such a place but behold these things matter not

alma 5421 22

like amalickiah and his followers many of these dissenters had
the same instruction and the same information of the nephitesNephites even
having been instructed in the same knowledge of the lord yet after

dissenting they adopted the traditions of the lamanitesLamanites giving way to
indolence and all manner of lasciviousness yea entirely forgetting the
lord their god alma 47364736 like ammoron and amalickiah many of
them even waged war on the nephitesNephites to avenge their wrongs and to
maintain and to obtain their rights to the government alma 5424 in
fact the nephite apostates became more hardened and impenitent
than the lamanitesLamanites alma 4736 thus one of the main factors
determining ones group allegiance and alignment in this society was
whether one accepted or rejected the traditions of the nephite fathers
particularly lehisgehis and nephis prophecies about the coming of christ

indeed the writers of the book of mormon were conscious of the
fact that the small plates ofnephi would play this kind of a powerful role
enos specifically prayed that if the nephitesNephites were to be destroyed as had
been prophesied their records might still be preserved to bring salvation
to the lamanitesLamanites enos received a positive response to this prayer
together with the interesting information that his fathers and perhaps
other prophets had prayed for the same thing and had won the same
promise from the lord enos 1116ilg16 18

elsewhere the text repeatedly stresses the importance of the
records for the instruction of the nephitesNephites in their traditions see for
example 1 ne 193 benjamin tells his sons that if they had not had the
plates ofbrass and the plates ofnephi they too like the lamanitesLamanites would
have dwindled in unbelief but that in these records they have the
sayings of their fathers from the time they left jerusalem which are true
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which they should therefore search diligently mosiah 13 7 two
generations later alma charges his son helaman to preserve and add to
the sacred records for by this means the lord doth confound the
wise and bringethbringeth about the salvation of many souls alma 377 he
tells helaman that these records have enlarged the memory of this
people and have convinced many of the error of their ways and
brought them to the knowledge of their god unto the salvation of their
souls alma 378 without these records alma explains ammon
and his brethren could not have convinced so many thousands of the
lamanitesLamanites of the incorrect tradition of their fathers it was the records
that had brought those converts unto repentance to the knowledge
of the lord their god and to rejoice in jesus christ their redeemer
alma 379

the content of the nephite tradition is much richer and more
affirmative than that of the lamanitesLamanites in fact it centers on another
subject altogether As nephi repeatedly states his purpose is to persuade
his children to believe in christ that they might be saved 1 ne 64
1918 2 ne 2523 mosiah also records that the generation arising after
the time of benjamin did not believe the tradition of their fathers about
either the resurrection of the dead or the future coming of christ
from statements like these it is clear that the nephite traditions centered
on their religious teachings as well as on the political

the first step essential to an acceptance of those teachings
was recognition of nephi as the spokesman and leader chosen by
the lord thus nephis effort to persuade his descendants and us to
believe in christ must include a demonstration that he is the rightful
heir to the prophetic office and political authority of his father this
amounts to proving that the nephite traditions are correct and that
the lamanite traditions are mistaken and this in turn amounts to
proving the central plank of the nephite tradition namely the belief
about the future that gives meaning to all the rest that the son of god
will come down to earth and atone for the sins of all men nephi
intertwines the argument for christ with the argument for the legitimacy
of his own authority they stand or fall together it is nephi who like
lehi has seen and heard christ and who testifies that he will come christ
has spoken to nephi expressly appointing him to be a ruler and a
teacher to his brothers and has delivered him from their treacherous
schemes 1 ne 219 23 see also I11 ne 11111iiiili1 3636126126 22neanene 2513 16
19 23 26 without christ the argument for nephis authority has
no basis and without nephis authority the nephite political claims
collapse 5

being a nephite politically religiously and socially
eventually turned on accepting the nephite traditions and records as
mormon summarizes whosoever would not believe in the tradition of
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the lamanitesLamanites but believed those records which were brought out of the
land of jerusalem and also in the tradition of their fathers which were
correct who believed in the commandments of god and kept them were
called the nephitesNephites or the pervieperilepeopecperipervpeov lee of nephi alma 313111 6

the final confirmconfirmationconfirmatioatloatio of this nephite version of things was a
physical difference between the lamanitesLamanites and the nephitesNephites the
difference in skin color cried out for explanation mormon explained
the dark skin of the lamanitesLamanites as a mark placed on them by god
to discourage nephitesNephites from intermarryingintennarryingintermarrying with lamanitesLamanites which
might lead to believing in incorrect traditions which would prove their
destruction alma 38 7 by so acting god himself was seen as
vindicating the nephite position we never hear what the lamanite
answer to this might have been with this background in mind we
now turn to the writings of nephi to see how they serve the important
purpose of establishing nephi as the legitimate ruler and the successor of
lehi

THE SMALL PLATES OF NEPHI

nephi received the commandment to write his small plates thirty
years after the departure from jerusalem 2 ne 528 30 at this time he
had already led his followers out of the land of their first inheritance
seeking relief from their bellicose relatives but the lamanitesLamanites soon
found them and renewed the earlier wars and contentions 2 ne 534
compare 1 ne 194 81 at an early date the traditions of the nephitesNephites
and the lamanitesLamanites were already firmly in place at the root of their
contentions

in these circumstances it was inevitable and even necessary that
nephi now an aging prophet king write his new account in such a way
that it document fully and coherently the true nephite tradition and
explain the false lamanite tradition if we look at nephis record closely
we find not the tedious self assertion of an egotistical and talented
younger brother but the skillful and sensitive account of a mature and
even weary prophet nephi was determined to convince his posterity of
the truthfulness of the wonderful revelations he and his father had
received about christ and thereby to convince them of the righteousness
and legitimacy of their cause

the testimony of christ which had come to them through their
fathers and through their own revelations was under constant attack
from their relatives and in laws who told a different story a story that
did have intrinsic plausibility because nephis central purpose is to
persuade his readers to believe in christ he takes every opportunity
both between the lines and by direct statement to mitigate the awkward
fact that this teaching was coming from him as a younger brother who
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by tradition could not easily claim the right to rule and teach the family
2 ne 53 sobered by this formidable task nephi carefully employs

every literary and rhetorical tool at his disposal to justify his position as
the righteous and rightful leader of the group the following pages
contain a summary of nephis writings and highlight this perspective in
its various occurrences

I11 nephi 1 2

nephi begins the small plates by establishing his fathers
credentials as a prophet and the fact that the lord had directed the
familysfamilys flight from jerusalem the dramatic visions and revelations
received by lehi in answer to his prayers constitute the heart of
I11 nephi 1 it is significant that nephi then tells how he sought to
know the same things lehi had seen and how the lord visited him
so that he believed his fathers words 1 ne 216 by receiving this
visitation nephi became lehisgehis witness and heir for at this time he
was promised by the lord inasmuch as thou shalt keep my
commandments thou shalt be made a ruler and a teacher over thy
brethren 1 ne 222

nephi also immediately introduces in chapter 2 the origins of
the trouble with the older brothers we leamlearn that laman and lemuel
took issue with their father lehi from the outset 1 ne 212 despite
his blessing and wish that they would be righteous 1 I1 ne 29 10
nephis story sets out consciously to contrast the behavior of the prophet
lehi and that of his two rebellious sons and then to compare those two
with nephi

the first part of 1 nephi 2 emphasizes lehisgehis obedience to the lord
and his willing abandonment of his lands gold silver and precious
things the second part emphasizes laman and lemuels unwillingness
to obey their father and their sorrow for the loss of his lands gold silver
and precious things this characterization of laman and lemuel
contrasts sharply with the depiction ofnephi given in I11 nephi I11 and 216
which reveals nephis knowledge of gods mysteries and his focal
interest in christ and the promise ofmercy and deliverance to the faithful
but chapter 2 displays lanianlamanbanian and lemuels ignorance on those same
points and focuses on their concern for riches nephi thus suggests an
explanation both for their murmuring and for the rejection of lehi and
other contemporary prophets

this introduction of the murmuring brothers is appropriately
followed by nephis strikingly different reaction to his fathers
teachings the brothers are primarily concerned for their precious things
left in jerusalem but because of the things 1 ne 217 that he had
learned from the holy spirit nephi does not rebel
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I11 nephinephi3nephie3 5

the second story in nephis account tells how he obtained the
plates of brass from laban it appears that this memorable narrative was
given such prominence by nephi because it shows that he succeeded
where his brothers failed making him the rightful possessor of the plates
ofbrass and because in this episode an angel of the lord directly informs
laman and lemuel that nephi had been chosen to become a ruler over
them 1 I1 ne 329 the story shows nephi effectively already in that role
like many other parts of nephis account this story has a chiastic
structure that emphasizes some of its key points by purposeful repetition
see table 1I 91

some of the key elements in this account can be identified as
follows after receiving a commandment from the lord to send his sons
back to jerusalem for the plates of brass lehi first relays that command-
ment to the older sons who resent the difficulty of the task nephi
however announces that he knows the lord will prepare the way and the
four brothers return to jerusalem laman appropriately first takes the
lead in dealing with laban but fails and barely escapes with his life they
are all sorrowful and the older sons now want to return to the wilderness
we can hardly miss the irony with which nephi points out this reversal
but now nephi asserts his leadership with an oath that they will not return
without fulfilling the lords commandment he explains the necessity of
the record foreshadowingshadowingfore what will happen to lamans and lemuels
descendants who will reject this record when they could have had it the
brothers accept nephis alternate plan to buy the plates with their
fathers abandoned riches but the plan fails to take full account of their
vulnerable position and laban seizes their goods threatens to kill them
and sends them flying again

now the demoralization is complete As laman and lemuel vent
their frustrations by beating their younger brothers an angel intervenes
to protect the youths and to urge a return to the task with the promise that
the lord will deliver laban into their hands the angel also tells them a
most unwelcome thing that the lord has chosen nephi to be a ruler over
them it is important to note the central emphasis placed on the words of
the angel by their position at the turning point of this episode at this
crucial point laman and lemuel murmur again their murmuring and
refusal to respond to their father their brother or even an angel explain
why the leadership must pass from them to their younger brother

nephi on the other hand echoes the angels encouragement why
should they be afraid of labans fifty guards or even his tens of
thousands when the lord was able to deliver israel from pharaohsPharaohs
hosts under moses leadership nephi practically likens himself to
moses as a leader chosen by god when he says let us be strong like



TABLE 1

A chiastic analysis of I11 nephi 3 5

32 A lehi tells nephi of the commandment he has received in a dream
3 B lehi describes the contents of the plates of brass mentioning genealogy
4 C lehi is commanded that his sons should seek this record
5 D laman and lemuel murmur that it is a hard thing
7 E nephi testifies that god will prepare a way
8 F lehi is glad because he knows nephi has been blessed of the lord
9 10 G the brothers return to jerusalem and consult with each other
11 13 H laban attempts to slay laman
14 1I the four sorrow laman and lemuel want to return to the wilderness
15 18 J nephi makes an oath as the lord liveth and as we live to keep the

lords commandments
19 21 K nephis states his reasons for getting the plates
22 23 L the brothers collect lehisgehis gold silver and precious things
24 26 M the brothers attempt to buy the plates but laban steals their

property and attempts to slay them
27 N they hide in the cavity of a rock
28 0 lemuel hearkens to laman they are angry speak harsh

words and smite nephi and sam with a rod
29 P an angel announces that nephi has been chosen to be their

ruler and promises that the lord will deliver laban into
their hands

31 Q laman and lemuel murmur again for who can deliver
them from laban and his fifty

41 Q nephi assures his brothers that god is mightier than
laban and his fifty

2 3 P nephi speaks of moses and reminds them of the angels
promise to deliver laban into their hands

4 0 laman and lemuel are still angry they continue to
murmur but they do follow nephi

5 N nephi hides his brothers outside the city walls
6 12 M the spirit leads nephi to find the plates and reminds him of

labans theft and attempt to kill them nephi kills laban
20 30 L nephi gets the metal plates with zorams assistance
12 19 K the spirit gives reasons for nephi to kill laban
31 34 PJ nephis oath again as the lord liveth and as I1 live used to urge

zoram to join them in following lehi
52 3 1I sariah is sorrowful and wishes to be back in jerusalem
435 38 H nephi spares zorams life
54 6 G lehi comforts sariah as their sons travel up to jerusalem

7 F sariah is gladdened by her sons return as the lord has delivered them
8 E sariah testifies that god has accomplished this using nephis very words
9 D lehi and sariah rejoice and offer sacrifices and thanks to god
10 C lehi searches the record
11 19 B lehi summarizes the prophecies and genealogies in the plates of brass
20 21 A lehi and nephi have kept all the lords commandments to them

this element is advanced one position in the text because of chronology but the structural parallel is easy to
recognize
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unto moses 1 ne 42 probably not too delighted with nephis
comparison of their new leadership with that of ancient israel the still
angry brothers follow nephi as far as the city wall here nephi hides
them while he goes on alone to try once more to obtain the plates this
time at night

their own plans have failed and their riches are gone guided only
by the spirit of the lord nephi now goes forth toward labans house
he finds the drunk and unconscious laban in the darkened street the
lord has indeed delivered laban into his hands the spirit states this fact
twice and directs nephi to kill laban

for a modem reader this account of labans death might leave
some taint on the reputation of nephi not necessarily so for the old
testament audience nephi knew when nephi reports using labans
own sword to sever his head from his body his contemporaries would
hardly need reminding how david had announced to goliath this day
will the lord deliver thee into mine hand see 1 sam 1746 the
language of the text also suggests a legal reference that further justifies
nephis action under ancient israelite law it would have been unlawful
to ambush laban even after he had tried twice to kill lehisgehis sons and had
stolen all their riches but the law does provide sanctuary cities for
anyone who kills a man whom he encounters accidentally if god
deliver him into his hand ex 2112 14 10 nephi would know this law
and he finally accedes to the spirits demands emphasizing doubly
thereby that he figures in the story as the instrument of the lord

A new strategy now occurs to nephi he dons labans clothing and
armor and succeeds in getting labans servant zoram to fetch the plates
and carry them outside the city wall where nephis brothers are waiting
seeing what they take to be laban and one servant not the fifty guards
they claimed to be afraid of laman and lemuel are frightened and begin
to run whether or not the reader notices the irony it is clear who leads
effectively and who does not the story also makes a joke of the later
lamanite complaint that they were entitled to own the plates but that
nephi had stolen the plates from them nephi salvages the situation by
calling in his own voice to reassure his brothers and by seizing zoram and
holding him long enough to talk things over zoram is reassured by
nephis oath and invitation to join them in filling the commandments that
lehi had received from the lord and nephi spares his life they all
return to their father in the wilderness with nephi clearly installed as the
successful leader laman having fumbled his great chance to lead
successfully

this was undoubtedly one of the most important stories in the
tradition of the nephitesNephites the storyssporys chiastic structure shown in table 1

emphasizes the murmuring of laman and lemuel by reporting it at the
center the center also contraststheircontrasts their ineffectual and faithless ways with
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nephis faithfulness and reliance on the spirit and it focuses also on the
angelic announcement to laman and lemuel themselves that the lord
had chosen nephi to be their ruler

I11 nephi 7

given all the concern about the future welfare of their descendants
it is obvious that lehisgehis unmarried children needed wives and husbands
again the lord commands lehi to send his sons back to jerusalem this
time to the house of ishmael who has five daughters 1 ne 76 As they
present their case to ishmael we are impressed with the difference
between ishmaelsIshmaels response and labans ishmael like laban may havhavee
been a kinsman to lehi 11 but ishmael responds positively to lehisgehis
request daring possibly even in his old age to takehistakewistake his family and
follow lehi into the wilderness

each day that passes takes the caravan farther from jerusalem and
ishmaelsIshmaels property in the harsh desert environment nephis murmuring
brothers enlist two of ishmaelsIshmaels sons and two of his daughters in a
rebellion against ishmael nephi and the others that this rebellion is
aimed most specifically against nephi clearly identifies him as their
leader and he responds accordingly sharply calling them to repentance
and stressing his thesis that the lord is able to do all things according
to his will for the children of men if it so be that they exercise faith in
him 1lneIinene 712

this third story emphasizes that nephi speaks as constrained by the
spirit in defending the commandments and ways of the lord we are
forcibly reminded of the contrasting murmuring of nephis brothers
against the commandment of the lord in the preceding story the
comparison vindicates the lords choice of nephi as ruler and teacher

As before the brothers are angered by nephis admonitions and
now determine a final solution with intent to kill they tie him up
leaving him to be eaten by wild animals in the wilderness the phrasing
of this account reminds us of joseph who was cast into a pit and sold
by his elder brothers who had also received divine indications that
their younger brother would rule over them they determine to rid
themselves of nephis threat in much the same way and the similarity
is not incidental for in spite of nephis stated determinationdetennination not to
give precious space to genealogies he does take time to mention one
ancestor the same joseph 1 ne 514 61 2

the events of the story then combine to provide the rebellious
brothers with a stunning proof of the lords power as just described by
nephi As their victim prays to god for deliverance the ropes fall
miraculously from his hands and feet and he speaks to them again
though his brothers are clearly the slow learners they think nephi is the
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dunce and they try again to educate him and subdue him by force of
numbers at this point three members of ishmaelsIshmaels family plead
effectively with nephis assailants and make them realize what they are
doing for the first time in nephis account the brothers hearts are
softened they actually bow before nephi and plead for his forgiveness

1 ne 720 bowing down would constitute an act of obeisance most
likely having political significance as well as recalling josephs dream
in which his brothers sheaves bowed down to him gen 377 nephi
accepts their formal submission forgives them and directs them to seek
the lords forgiveness as well not only do they submit themselves to
nephi but they apparently also acknowledge his special standing with
god nephi is now established by every standard including consent as
the ruler and teacher over his brothers after praying to the lord they
continue theirjourneytheir journey and arrive at lehisgehis tent where they all give thanks
to god and offer sacrifice and burnt offerings to him

we seem to have reached a high point in the spiritual careers of
laman and lemuel never before have they submitted themselves
voluntarily on each previous occasion they have been subdued against
their will and to their chagrin but we should not get our hopes too high
for lehi soon has a dream that makes it appear that laman and lemuel
never do taste fully of the love of god and nephi reports this next

1 nephi 8

in I11 nephi 2 lehi had exhorted laman and lemuel to repent of
their habitual murmuring and evident lack of commitment to the lord
in 1 nephi 8 his reservations about his two older sons expand greatly as
a result of another vision whereas the vision gave him reason to rejoice
in the lord because of nephi it also caused lehi to fear exceedingly
for laman and lemuel 1 ne 83 4 in the vision lehi comes to the tree
of life the fruit of which is eternal life nephi comes and partakes of the
fruit at his fathers invitation but laman and lemuel refuse altogether
1 I1 ne 813 18 nephis political purpose in relating this vision is
evident to the extent that comparisons between him and his faithless
brothers are emphasized at the expense of a fuller discussion of its
religious significance As nephi tells us he does not have room here to
record all the words of his father but he does tell us that according to
lehi laman and lemuel partook not of the fruit for that reason
nephi repeats again that lehi exceedingly feared for laman and
lemuel yea he feared lest they should be cast off from the presence of
the lord 1 ne 829 35 36 this then is a direct confirmation by the
patriarch lehi of the specific cursing that the lord had earlier told nephi
might come on the older brothers 1 I1 ne 221 the message again is
clear nephi has received the imprimatur in preference to his brothers
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1 nephi 10 15

the second section of 1 nephi 10 seems to be set up as a parallel to
the second section of 1 nephi 2 in 1 nephi 215 17 nephis account
begins at lehisgehis tent in the valley of lemuel and by stating his great
desires to know of the mysteries of god specifically the visions of his
father after crying unto the lord nephi is visited his heart is softened
and he believes what his father has told him he then tells his brothers
what the lord had manifested unto him by his holy spirit in 1 nephi
10101616 11111iiilii1 nephi again starts explicitly at his fathers tent in the valley
of lemuel and states that after hearing this report of his fathers visions
he is desirous also that he might see and hear and know of these
things by the power of the holy ghost 1 ne 10101717 here nephi also
bears testimony that he that diligently seekethseebeth shall find and the
mysteries of god shall be unfolded unto them by the power of the holy
ghost 1 ne 10101919 see also I11 ne 10101717 thus affirming the same point
he had presented in chapter 2

these are the only two passages so far where nephi articulates this
lesson in each case nephi receives a visitation from the lord in which
he is told blessed art thou nephi these two revelations then become
coordinate passages in the first account 1 ne 219 24 the lord tells
nephi about the futures ofhim his brothers and their descendants in the
second account 1 I1 ne 111 1430 the spirit of the lord and then an
angel show nephi all the things his father had seen and explain what they
mean giving special attention to the futures of nephi his brothers and
their descendants

the intended connection of this long passage to chapter 2 is further
evidenced by its showing the future fulfillment of the covenant the lord
made to nephi in chapter 2 for he sees the seed of his brothers
overpowering his own descendants because of their pride and their
yielding to the temptations of the devil he also sees the curse on his
brothers descendants as they dwindle in unbelief and become a dark
and loathsome and a filthy people full of idleness and all manner of
abominations 1 ne 1219 23 here we are again invited to compare
nephi with his brothers

after receiving the same great vision his father had seen nephi
returns to his fathers tent and finds his brothers disputing one with
another about lehisgehis dream they had not understood the revelation
because they were hard in their hearts and did not ask the lord for
understanding 1 ne 152 3 nephi is overcome with despair at this
point because he has just seen in vision the destruction and fall of his
people and he has seen that one direct cause of this demise would be this
same hardheartedness of his brothers nephi chastises them for not
keeping the commandments of the lord so that these things could be
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made known to them directly he then satisfies their request and explains
to them the various elements of the vision he ends by again calling them
to repentance telling them they should hearken to the truth and not
murmur because of the truth 1 ne 161 4 nephis prophesied role as
teacher over his brethren has already begun to be fulfilled and at their
request

As in chapter 2 nephi here portrays his brothers as incapable of
communicating with god in the manner of lehi and in the manner that
nephi has learned to perfection at this point in the narrative nephi
clearly emerges as the spiritual heir to his father recognized and honored
personally by the lord and again the only reason for this is the spiritual
recalcitrance of laman and lemuel not anything that nephi has done
to them on the contrary he has shared everything with them and has
vigorously encouraged them to assume their rightful place by acting
properly they acknowledge the virtue of his position and humble
themselves before the lord 1 I1 ne 165 an element of irony exists in
the fact that all this certification of nephis preeminence arose in the
valley called lemuel 1 ne 210 1016 166

1 nephi 16

the stories in 1 nephi 16 record a significant turning point in
nephis account for it is here that nephi emerges undeniably as
coleader with his father in the groups distress and hunger even
lehi begins to murmur against the lord 1 I1 ne 1620 at this
critical moment only nephi keeps perspective all alone he exhorts
the rest of the group speaking many things unto them in the energy
of his soul 1 I1 ne 1624 they humble themselves sufficiently that
the voice of the lord again speaks to the much chastenedchasteneychastened lehi and
the liahona which had stopped working again begins to function

1 ne 1625 28 alone nephi makes a new bow asks lehi where to go
to find food goes up the mountain and obtains food for the families
significantly the bow was a symbol of political power in the ancient
near east 12

but the reconciliation effected by nephis energetic speaking
and his success in saving them from starvation does not last for long
this story is followed by the report of ishmaelsIshmaels death the grieving
family soon degenerates into another round of ominous murmuring
against lehi and particularly nephi the brothers now openly accuse
nephi of being politically ambitious having taken it upon him to be
our ruler and our teacher who are his elder brethren 1 I1 ne 1637
they accuse him of wanting to lead them to some strange land where he
will make himself a king and a ruler over us that he may do with us
according to his will and pleasure 1 ne 1638 the brothers
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again undertake to slay nephi and their father but the voice of the lord
stops them and speaks many words unto them and chastenschastenechastens them
exceedingly 1 ne 1639 after which they repent yet again each time
they repent and humble themselves they are blessed with peaceful unity
and food

this story demonstrates the emergence of nephi as a coleaderco leader of
the group nephi still asks lehi where he should go to hunt but lehi
himself is truly chastenedchasteneychastened 1 I1 ne 1625 and only nephi holds the all
important bow in the following story the commandment for the next
major project comes from the lord directly to nephi alone

I11 nephi 17

all the descendants of lehi and ishmael knew that their ancestors
had come from jerusalem a land that was far away across a great
sea thus the story of how these people built a ship and transported
themselves to this new land was an inescapable part of their
traditions the tradition of the lamanitesLamanites as it is reported in the book
of mormonmonnon does not deal with these particulars the answer would
itself be fatal to that tradition their tradition focuses instead on
charges of usurasurusurpationpationpatlon nephis account of how he built a ship like the
account of acquiring the plates of brass must have been a centerpiece in
the nephite tradition As supports for nephis claim to be the legitimate
ruler they are unanswerable each of these stories deals with inescapable
historical questions the plates exist and must be accounted for the
people are in a new world and the trip that brought them there needs to
be explained

these two stories 1 ne 3 5 and I11 ne 17 occupy parallel and
central positions in the two halves of I11 nephi and appear to be told in the
same chiastic format 13 both accounts emphasize nephis de facto
leadership and relate divine interventions witnessing that god had
chosen nephi to be the leader even before the groups journey to the
promised land both accounts show laman and lemuel eventually
submitting to nephi and working under his direction despite their
initial skepticism in an extended project under his divinely attested
leadership both focus on the murmuring of nephis older brothers
compare I11 ne 33133117171717 22 and nephis immediate answers to that

murmuring contain as structurally central points nephis only two
allusions to moses as deliverer of the israelites 14 the comparison
between moses and nephi is not hard to draw and carries obvious
political as well as religious implications first nephi 17 ends like the
account of the attempted murder in the desert with the brothers bowing
down not only to acknowledge nephis preeminence but even to
worship him 1 ne 1755
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I1 nephi 18

the juxtaposition of the shipbuildingship building story with the account of the
ocean crossing again suggests comparisons between nephi and his
brothers while the story of building the ship focuses on the murmuring
of laman and lemuel and the divine intervention by which they are
subdued the story of crossing the great sea focuses on nephis refusal to
murmur even under the greatest of personal adversity again laman
and lemuel are subdued this time by the divine power in a storm that
threatens them with destruction this story focuses not only on nephis
refusal to murmur but even more precisely on the fact that nephi praises
god all the day long 1 ne 1816 this is the climax of nephis
comparison of himself to his older brothers and even in some respects
to his father who became sick and very sorrowful

I11 nephil9nephilanephi 19 22

the book of 1 nephi ends with nephi firmly in place as the teacher
the lord and the angel had said he would become the final four chapters
record his teachings to his brothers including materials he has read to
them from the plates of brass and especially from such prophets as
moses isaiah and joseph 1 ne 1923 24 1511 he further prophesies that
the very god of israel do men trample under their feet for they
hearken not to the voice of his counsels 1 ne 197 nephi explains

that when christ comes to the jews in jerusalem they will despise and
crucify him in I11 nephi 20 21 nephi records the chapters of isaiah that
he read to his brothers chapters that correspond closely in content to the
great vision he had seen and reported to them at least eight years earlier
at their first camp in the wilderness

the final chapter presents evidence that laman and lemuel accept
nephi as their teacher echoing their inability to understand their fathers
vision eight years before they again come to nephi asking the meaning
of the things that he has read to them 1 ne 222211 nephi again points out
to them and to us and all lehisgehis descendants that these things are
manifest to men by the voice of the spirit 1 I1 ne 222 nephi then
interprets isaiah for them invoking insights derived from his own great
vision he ends this book appealing to his brothers to obey the command-
ments and witnessing to them that the writings on the plates of brass are
true and that those who keep the commandments will be saved

the second book of nephi 2 nephi 1144

the narrative is continuous between the first and second books
written by nephi the events described at the end of the first book could
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easily have transpired on the same day or hour as those at the beginning
of the second yet nephi chose to make his largest structural break at
this point the internal structure of 1 nephi emphasizes its separate
character as a single literary unit it would seem that 1 nephi constitutes
an elaborate introduction to the final presentation in nephis argument
the verbatim accounts of lehisgehis blessings to his own and ishmaelsIshmaels
sons and to zoram shortly before his own death these blessings
define the subsequent tribal order of these peoples and systematically
refute the traditions of the lamanitesLamanites as they have emerged by the time
of nephis writing in lehisgehis own mouth we find the explanations for
his choice ofnephi over laman and lemuel these four chapters invoke
the authority of the patriarch himself to support 1 the revelations from
god describing this land ofpromise and the role of nephi as a teacher and
ruler in it 2 the teachings about the messiah and the redemption he
brings to men which was an essential plank in nephis defense of his
position and 3 the authoritative patriarchal designation ofnephi as the
one to whom all the others must hearken if they are to realize their
patriarchal blessings and the spiritual blessings of a loving god all of
1 nephi builds up to these chapters and provides the essential back-
ground for them they constitute nephis strongest evidence for his
claims

in the first blessing lehi speaks to laman lemuel sam and the
sons of ishmael and tells them rebel no more against your brother
he strongly endorses nephi by summarizing nephis qualifications

1 nephis views have been glorious 2 he has kept the command-
ments from the time that we left jerusalem and 3 were it not for him
we must have perished with hunger in the wilderness 2 ne 124 it is
little wonder that nephi would have chosen to begin his second book with
this material

the occasion also provides the earliest codification ofofnephitenephite and
lamanite traditions about the reasons for nephis succession to his
father on nephis side are the virtues listed above on laman and
lemuels side are accusations that nephi sought power and authority
over them and that he has used sharpness and been angry with
them 2 ne 125 26

lehi refutes or explains these lamanite misperceptionsperceptionsmis he
explains that nephi was only seeking the glory of god and their own
eternal welfare 1 ne 125 he further says that nephis sharpness
was the sharpness of the power of the word of god which was in him
and that which ye call anger was the truth according to that which is in
god which he could not restrain manifesting boldly concerning your
iniquities 2 ne 126 we are to understand that it is not really nephi
who has spoken to them but the spirit of the lord which was in him
ane22nene 127
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lehisgehis conclusion further strengthens nephis leadership position
but unfortunately not unambiguously lehi promises the rebellious
group ifye will hearken unto the voice ofofnephinephi ye shall notperishnot perish and
if ye will hearken unto him I1 leave unto you a blessing yea even my first
blessing but if ye will not hearken unto him I1 take away my first blessing
yea even my blessing and it shall rest upon him 2 ne 128 29

this is a curious blessing from laman and lemuels perspective
it must have been very frustrating in order to obtain the first blessing
they had to obey nephi on the other hand if they did not obey nephi the
fathers blessing would go to nephi either way nephi wins although
under the first option laman might preserve the blessing for his posterity
by submitting himself during his lifetime to nephi 16 perhaps this
alternative contingent blessing was lehisgehis rather ingenious although
somewhat desperate and unlikely final attempt to bring peace among his
sons lehisgehis blessing however left one critical question unanswered
namely who would arbitrate a dispute between laman and nephi should
a dispute arise whether laman had done enough to satisfy the require-
ment that he hearken unto the voice of nephi or whether nephi had
required of him only that which was appropriate undoubtedly such a
dispute soon arose and out of the ensuing stalemate nephi left the land
of first inheritance according to the lamanitesLamanites wrongfully taking with
him his people and the plates of brass it seems clear however that lehi
did not intend this outcome for him nephi was the chosen leader lehi
hoped that all his colony would be able to live under nephinephis s teaching and
rulership thus nephis leadership role has now been announced
directly to his older brothers not only by an angel and by the voice of the
lord but also by their own father who can choose on whom and in what
way he will leave his first blessing

the blessings given to zoram sam jacob and joseph corroborate
the fact that lehi intended nephi to be the leader because zoram has
been faithful and a true friend to nephi lehi promises that his posterity
will be blessed with nephis 2 ne 130 3311 1711 jacob too will be blessed
and dwell safely with nephi 2 ne 23 joseph is told that if he
follows nephi he will receive similar blessings 2 ne 325 finally
sam is blessed to inherit land with nephi his descendants shall be
numbered with nephis and he will be blessed all his days 2 ne 411
in all the blessings whether negative or positive nephi is explicitly
endorsed as the authorized successor to lehi As a final reaffirmation of
all he has said lehi repeats to the children of his rebellious son laman
the lords promise that they too will be blessed if they keep the
commandments and that if they lose out the blame will be placed on the
head of their father laman because of his disobedience 2 ne 43 4

just as lehi had feared not many days after his death laman and
lemuel and the sons ofoflshmaelishmael were angry with nephi because of the
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admonitions of the lord 2 ne 413 the great split that had been
prophesied became an immediate reality and a final tragic witness to the
truth of nephis claims and prophecies

typologies OF MOSES AND JOSEPH IN NEPHIS WRITINGS

in his final words to his youngest son joseph lehi depends heavily
on the writings of two ancient prophets in egypt joseph and moses 18

the text invites us again to see nephi as a parallel figure to these two great
leaders and deliverers of israel who shared nephis problem having to
justify unexpected callings to authority joseph one of jacobs youngest
sons was bom to jacobs second wife and moses was a levite and
virtually unknown to the israelites when he was called the justifiable
killings of laban and of the egyptian overseer are not sufficient to make
a strong connection between nephi and moses but there is much more
nephis description of the death of laban is preceded by a passage in
which nephi exhorts his brothers to follow him without fear of laban or
his soldiers because as in the case of moses leading the israelites out of
egyptian captivity the lord will bless them 1 I1 ne 41 3 not only does
nephi lead them successfully in that venture but from then on he is their
leader through the wilderness over the water and to the promised land
like moses he constantly has to overcome the murmuring and faithless-
ness of his people like moses he secures divine assistance to feed his
people in the wilderness and like moses he was caught up into a
mountain to receive the word of god 1 ne 177ff177ff nephi explicitly
invokes the moses comparison a second time when his brothers refuse to
help him build the ship on that occasion he lists all the details of the
experience of moses and the israelites that are similar to their own he
does not explicitly draw a comparison between himself and moses but
one is plain for all to see

the comparison with joseph is less direct like joseph nephi is
resented by his older brothers for he also was his fathers favorite As
joseph has his visions of sheaves and stars god tells nephi that he will
teach and rule over his brothers while bringing ishmaelsIshmaels family out of
jerusalem nephis brothers become possessed of the same murderous
rage that caused josephs brothers to throw him into a pit in the
wilderness to die or be eaten by wild beasts gen 3718 24 like
joseph nephi ascribes his escape to the power of god compare
gen 455 7 8 and 1 ne 717 18

should we have failed to make the nephi joseph connection on our
own nephi helps us out by immediately mentioning that joseph is their
ancestor in spite of his resolve not to take precious space on these plates
with genealogical information the parallels mount as nephi by the
strength of his bow provides food and saves his fathers family from
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starvation compare gen 4923 24 jacob of old accuses his older sons
of bringing down his gray hairs with sorrow to the gravelgrave
gen 4238 the same phrase is repeated to such an extent in genesis

that it formulaicallyformulaically evokes memories of jacob 19 nephi chooses this
exact phrase to describe the effects of family rebellion on his own father

1 ne 1818 and when lehi like jacob gathers his people together to
receive his final blessings he rebukes the older sons for their faithless-
ness and promises their birthright to the younger son who has already
become the familysfamilys de facto leader as they reside in a strange land
compare gen 49 especially v 26 and 2 ne 1 especially vv 28 29

conclusion IN 2 NEPHI 5

in 2 nephi 5 nephi concludes his case against the lamanite
tradition that challenges his authority over the lehitelehine colony in later
chapters in 2 nephi he preaches the doctrines of christ through the
teachings of his brother jacob the writings of isaiah and his own
concluding sermons but the historical part of the argument ends here as
nephi ties this chapter back to the historical argument in 1 nephi 2 here
again nephi draws a favorable comparison between himself and his
father juxtaposed to a striking contrast between himself and his brothers
in 2 nephi 5 laman and lemuel seek to kill nephi just as the jews in
jerusalem had tried to kill lehi in I11 nephi 2 nephi explicitly compares
laman and lemuel to the jews who were at jerusalem who sought to
take away the life of his father 1 I1 ne 213 like lehi in that earlier
chapter nephi is here warned by the lord to take his family and others
and flee into the wilderness As in that earlier chapter they take their tents
and provisions travel for days and then pitch their tents just as lehi
eventually led his people to a promised land where they could plant and
harvest and find precious metals in abundance so nephis people now
do the same by doing the things lehi had done nephi further emerges
as the heir to his father

additional parallels in structure and content link these two chapters
even more firmly together each includes four short sections that serve
to contrast the people of nephi and the people of laman or the brothers
themselves furthermore in this concluding chapter nephi explicitly
cites statements of the lord from the earlier chapter at least three times
compare 2 ne 519519202520 25 with 1 ne 2222222121 23232424 here nephi also

reports the fulfillment of prophecies first mentioned in 1 nephi 2

the curse

one of the most important elements of 2 nephi 5 is the report of the
fulfillment of the prophesied curse upon the lamanitesLamanites the physical
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effects of the curse were observable empirical facts that would have
required explanation nephi and no one else had an explanation
nephi makes it clear that the curse consists of being cut off from the
presence of the lord and that it results from not obeying the word of
the lord nephis brothers had hardened their hearts like flint
against the lord to prevent the nephitesNephites from mixing with the
lamanitesLamanites and bringing the curse upon themselves the lord caused the
lamanitesLamanites to appear loathsome to the nephitesNephites by bringing a skin of
blackness upon them note that the dark skin is not the curse but only
a device to help protect the nephitesNephites from also falling under the curse
2 ne 521 23

the spiritual consequences of the curse are another matter still
because of their cursing the lamanitesLamanites became an idle people full of
mischief and subtlety and seek in the wilderness for beasts of prey
2 ne 520 24 nephi gives us a picture of the nephitesNephites that sets a clear

contrast with the lamanitesLamanites the nephitesNephites are industrious and labor
with their hands they build buildings and work with wood iron
copper brass steel gold silver and other precious ores they have built
a temple like solomons john lundquist tells us that possessing a temple
is the archetypal legitimizing characteristic for an ancient near eastern
political regime 20

this initial description of the cursed lamanitesLamanites sets a model
followed repeatedly by later writers the skin of blackness and the
contrasting lifestyles of the lamanitesLamanites and nephitesNephites stand as silent but
powerful objective and irrefutable witnesses to the veracity of nephis
account the traditions of the lamanitesLamanites as far as we know offered no
alternative theory to explain these simple facts and so their account
focused on nephis wicked rebellion against ancient custom they left
the will of god and his commandments out of the account altogether

the points raised in 2 nephi 5 are themes of nephis book as a
whole and they contain nephis final statements on these issues they
show laman and lemuel preoccupied with their desire to kill nephi
who in contrast is preoccupied with making a record that will help bring
his people to eternal life they show the same contrast between the
descendants of the unreconciled brothers nephis people have finally
realized all the blessings of abundance and prosperity and favor of the
lord that had been promised to lehisgehis righteous descendants from the
first but the descendants of laman and lemuel have gone backwards
abandoning the advantages of the urbanurbararbar hebrew civilization that their
fathers knew in jerusalem just one generation before clearly they had
been cursed for their iniquities and their children exhibited the natural
consequences of being cut off from the spirit of the lord

in the final analysis nephi ties his case down with simple empirical
facts of life known to his descendants and the lamanitesLamanites there exist a
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sword of laban and a compass there are plates of brass that also tie their
people to a distant world jerusalem and there are lamanitesLamanites and
nephitesNephites who are related by language and lineage but who have different
skin color and lifestyles all these facts cry out for explanation and
nephi has explained it simply the god of their fathers has brought
them here and has provided them with a savior god has visited lehi and
nephi giving them the knowledge and power necessary to bring this
people safely to their new land god has rejected lehisgehis older sons
for their iniquity hardheartedness stiffneckednessstiffneck edness and constant
murmuring in their place god has installed nephi who from the
beginning has been faithful who has never murmured whose heart has
been softened by the holy spirit and who has taken many risks in his
detenaetendeterminationninationbination to keep gods commandments though simple it is an
almost unbelievable story yet the empirical evidence is before the eyes
of all and there is only one coherent explanation of all the facts
available nephis record

it is too easy to see in nephis descriptions of his brothers and their
shameful conduct simple manifestations of sibling rivalry such a
reading fails to take seriously the endless pain and risk of life that nephi
endures in trying to help his brothers and their descendants once we take
the time to investigate nephis full case against his elder brothers we
must recognize that something much more important and systematic is
going on these twenty seven chapters do serve many purposes and
indeed their primary purpose is to convince the coming generations to
come unto christ but one basic strategy in that great effort is to defend
nephi as the authorized spokesman of christ to this people the
lamanite traditions had to be refuted not only because they undermined
the political unity of the nephitesNephites but also because they denied christ
and his power for nephi this was all too clear and his record displays
the highly deliberate way in which he went about refuting those
traditions

nephi does not pretend immunity to the emotional battle with his
brothers he candidly confesses the great anger that has seized his heart
from time to time both because ofhis enemies laman and lemuel and
because of the enemy of his soul 2 ne 427 29 the sturdy nephi who
has reported his constant faithfulness also deliberately shows his
descendants and us his completely credible humanity he is a man who
sorrows he grieves for his own iniquities yet he is one who still
stands confident of the future because of his great trust in the lord
2 ne 417 35

first nephi is not the travel diary of a youngster nor is it possibly
a figment of young joseph smiths imagination it is a highly complex
and passionate account purposefully written by a mature man of great
culture and vision to defend those things that he believes most worth
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defending nephis writings were composed at a time when nephi could
see the need to provide his people with an account that would explain
document and justify his ascent to leadership for nephis people his
writings long served both as an extremely sophisticated political tract
something of a founding constitution for the nephite people and as an
elaborate and compelling witness of jesus christ in all these functions
the books of nephi call on the reader to believe as their author does that
the tender mercies of the lord are over all those whom he hath chosen
because of their faith to make them mighty even unto the power of
deliverance 1 I1 ne 120

NOTES

according to john L sorenson such histories were common among the guatemala highland indians
when the first spanish explorers arrived they were used for many purposes including conferring legitimacy and
sanctity on the rulers see john L sorensonanSorensonAn ancientamericanancient american SettingsettingforsettingorSettingorfor the book ofmormonof mormon salt lake city
deseret book co and foundation for ancient research and mormon studies 1985 5511

though we might ordinarily expect fathers to refer to the larger body of ancestors it seems to refer inin
this instance to their immediate parents whom laman and lemuel criticized and rejected for not staying inin
jerusalem with their countrymen whom they knew to be a righteous people 1 I1 ne 172017 20 22

jeremiah 362336 23 may inin fact identify a legitimate israelite viewview justifying the destruction of incorrect
books

they are reported to have believed that it isis not reasonable that such a being as a christ shall come
hel 1618 and that we know that this isis a wicked tradition which has been handed down unto us by our fathers

to keep us inin ignorance hel 162016 20 of course the first defender of this skeptical viewview among the nephitesNephites
was sherem jacob 717 1 7 compare 3 ne 1111iiilii11

there isis a ready analogy inin the way many people fight joseph smith and his account of the origin of the
book of mormon if one does not accept christ josephs account will not make sense and if one does accept his
account one must take the divine mission and authority of christ seriouslysenous ly

we should remember that it was the nephitesNephites who kept the true records of both peoples see alma 3123 12
mormon draws on nephis explanation recorded at 2 ne 5205 20 24
the date isis approximately 560 BCB C or forty years after the flight from jerusalem

omisthisinis table presents a revisionrevision of the analysis published inin noel B reynolds nephis outline brigham
youngumyoungunyoung universityversify studies 20 winter 1980 145 reprinted inin noel B reynolds ed bookofmormonof mormon authorship
new light on ancient origins provo brigham young university religious studies center 1982 69 compare
alsaisalsojohnalsoaiso oJohnjohn W welchawelchweichbelcha A studyrelatingstudy relating chiasmus inin the bookofmormonbook ofmormon to chiasmus inin the oldtestamentOldTestament ugariticuganticUgariricitic
epics homer andselectedand selected greekandlatinand latin authors masters thesis brighambnghambangham young university 1970 12425124 25
159 60

1 I am indebted to richard L anderson and john W welch for calling my attention to the parallels with
1 samuel and exodus note that inin nephisnephi s record the spirit uses the precise language of I11 samuel and exodus inin
commanding nephi to perform the deed see also F essig and D fuller nephis slaying of laban A legal
perspective provo foundation for ancient research and mormon studies ndn d 82

see the discussion inin hugh nibley lehi inin the desert salt lake city bookcraft 1952 43434444 111

nahum M waldman the breaking oftheodtheof the bow jewish quarterly review 69 october 1978 82 88
see reynolds nephis outline esp 142 145145646

14 compare I11 ne 424 2 3 172317 23242 these passages are the chiastic centers of the two storiesstones which are
about equal inin length and manifest many similar details compare I11 ne 373 7 with I11 ne 173

we can see that nephi isis drawing on the writings of joseph by comparing this passage with 2 ne 353 5
compare lehisgehis blessing to Larlailamansrians children 2 ne 434 3 7
notice how lehisgehis blessing to zoram anticipates and refutes the claim ofofzoramszorams distant descendants

to the effect that their father had been pressed and brought out of jerusalem by nephi alma 542354 23
1821122 ne 343 4 25 contains extensive excerpts and references taken from the writings of joseph and includes

prophecies about moses though the text isis not explicit much of the material inin 2 ne 2 would ordinarily be
attributed to moses

in gen 442944 29 judah quotes jacobs lament exactly in verse 31 he repeats the lament again these
statements inin jacobs old age echo his earlier statement when upon receiving the evidence of josephs death he
said 1 I will go down into the grave unto my son mourning gen 373537 35

john M lundquist the legitimizing role of the temple inin the origin of the state inin kent harold
richards ed society ofbiblicalof biblical literaturelitel alure seminar papers series no 21 chico calif scholars press 1982
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the search for virtus et veritas
through an inspired scientific method

genevieve dehoyos and arturo Defldelldelidehoyosoyos

the idea of developing academic excellence on the basis of both
virtus and veritas virtue and truth though not entirely a new idea
would probably present a challenge to most institutions of higher
learningleaming in the modem world many in the scientific community of today
are proud to claim that their science is free of values the paradigms of
science they insist must be the very essence of objectivity thus
academic secularism an orientation that excludes moral considerations
in the search for truth has become a standard in modem intellectual
centers

there are those however for whom academic excellence is not
really possible unless morality and truth become the purpose of and
incentive for all intellectual achievement I1 in recent years for example
we have seen the establishment of or the pressure to establish non LDS
religious sessions in several scientific and professional association
meetings around the country some scholars even go so far as to suggest
that all scientific research at least in the western world should take into
consideration our judeofudeo christian tradition

in this article we attempt to show that because all paradigms are
based on assumptions which by definition reflect individual values and
therefore some degree of subjectivity the scientific method does not
totally eliminate all subjectivity and simply to deny this subjective
component is not a proper solution A better solution would be to
acknowledge assumptions explicitly select them carefully and under-
stand their complementary function in all the processes of all scientific
method

recently some philosophers scientists and professionals have
challenged the idea that using the scientific method guarantees utmost
objectivity michael polanyi for example claims that the ideal of
strict objectivism is absurd suggesting that subjectivity comes into
the scientific method through tacit knowing a knowledge we are
only subsidiarily aware of when this tacit knowledge fuses with

genevieve dehoyos is a professor of social work at brigham young university arturo dehoyos is a professor
of sociology at brigham young university
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our objective knowledge it becomes our personal knowledge and
our intellectual commitment 2 similarly thomas S kuhn sees
subjectivity as an integral part of the development of scientific
paradigms because new theoretical models typically emerge in
response to recent societal trends and new hierarchies of values 3 this is
why new paradigms typically give rise to great emotional furor this
emotionalism of course is related to the explicit or implicit criticisms of
old models by new ones it is also related to the threat to the vested
interests accumulated by the scientific community over time but above
all theoretical controversies are heated and emotional because they are
centered upuponon the legitimacy of the different subjective assumptions
made by the theories involved thus because theoretical models manifest
the values of their proponents they represent a lot of emotional commit-
ment and faith and because their acceptance depends more on the
values they imply than on their ability to explain and predict they require
extensive and persuasive arguments and counterarguments 41

THE DUALISM OF VIRTUS ET VERITAS

paradigms that are created mostly by the deductive thought process
are by definition subjective and value laden particularly in the social
sciences 5 this subjectivity however can be largely but never entirely
controlled by inductive objective and rational observation if we
associate virtus with deductive subjective thinking and veritas with
inductive objective thinking we may begin to understand the comple-
mentaritymentarity of these two principles

A deductive paradigm or theoretical model may be arrived at by
logical human effort may claim to be the product of divine revelation
or may actually be revealed but whatever its origin it is typically
presented by its advocates as a tentative truth an explanation by
deductive thinkers who as needed use pure deductive logic to
go down periodically to the empirical reality to make selective obser-

vations so as to corroborate what they already know to be true 6

deductive models as products of the human mind are by definition
intuitive and subjective this is why the creators of deductive models
often tend to focus on the implications of their models rather than on
questions about their validity this is also why many deductive models
give rise to ideological thinking and why those who prefer deductive
thinking to inductive thinking often feel compelled to teach and as
teachers they are typically didactic and persuasive

margaret wilson vine offers as an example of the deductive
thinker plato when he developed his deductive model of the perfect
republic As plato searched for an ideal model of the perfect state he was
more concerned with answers than with questions he saw what ought to
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be to satisfy the needs of the whole man therefore plato saw no need
to separate the political from the ethical wealth from honor education
from wisdom the citizen from the moral agent 7 in platos model truth
and virtue could not be separated

on the other hand aristotle preferred inductive objective
thinking and developed his ideas by carefully generalizing from
empirical observations of basic aspects of reality in so doing he
intentionally ignored what ought to be subordinating subjective virtue
to objective truth 8 thus while the platonic approach provides
answers the aristotelian approach encourages questions while plato

sounds definitive normative final aristotle is or appears more
rational questioning challenging

THE renaissance AND THE development
OF THE scientific MIND

A brief and admittedly oversimplified overview of the
renaissance movement will be used here to identify the turning point
when the prestige of deductive models started declining and inductive
thought processes became identified with the development of the
scientific method

soon after the fall of rome religious institutions gained primacy
in western europe and imposed a deductive christian model that
included the only acceptable comprehensive system of beliefs values
ethics and truth during the middle ages by then however the original
christian model had been lost and the medieval model no longer
represented the truth but rather man made ideas created in an
atmosphere of ignorance and repression the medieval model of virtue
and truth lasted only as long as it was protected by force when it fell
to the challenge of inductive inquiry not only that model but all
deductive models lost prestige

in their need to escape intellectual oppression renaissance
thinkers introduced two distinct movements both emphasizing induc-
tive thinking each challenging different aspects of the medieval
christian model one movement was religious attacking the catholic

churchschurche practices introducing new versions of the bible in the
vernacular of the people and popularizing the inductive objective
study of the scriptures that eventually gave rise to a myriad of protestant
churches 9 the second movement was secular it led the artists
influenced by the inductiveness of greek art to humanize european
painting statuary and architecture and it led inductive thinkers
carefully slowly and often at great personal risk to challenge and
question the theoretical models that had heretofore rested on deductive
assumptions
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out of both these movements emerged a renewed commitment to
the inductive approach as well as a flurry of empirical experimentation
that eventually contradicted the traditional uninspired religious
models in due time the scientific method was developed combining the
deductive subjective and the inductive objective thought processes
however because the deductive approach had lost so much prestige the
empirical inductive approach and therefore secularism objectivity and
rationality became central to the scientific method

today the scientific method supposedly begins with random
empirical observations so as to create inductive paradigms based on
reality rather than deductive models based on human ideation
because of this some scientists have been led to believe that they can
actually be freefromfreefrom the subjectivity of values and let facts speak for
themselves this appears to be so among physical scientists who
unshackled from erroneous religious assumptions have become free to
face and solve issues previously considered untouchable or unreachable
working with a relatively stable manageable and predictable subject
matter emphasizing rational inductive methodology and by design
avoiding obvious ethical issues these scientists have upgraded health
production and physical comfort faster than ever before in the history of

FIGURE I11

the inductiveinductivedeductivedeductive thought process
of the scientific method
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the world As a result the objective inductive approach is now acclaimed
and with it rationality and secularism are now enthroned

the social scientists have not fared as well human behavior
includes by definition emotional and moral dimensions that are more
subjective and therefore less easily quantifiable or measurable than
physical phenomena and often less observable as well faced with this
problematic reality some social scientists such as the behavioristsbehaviorisms in
psychology identified with the physical scientists and sought to be
totally objective value free to do so they were forced to make the
arbitrary decision to ignore the importance of subjective aspects of
human beings such as motivation cognition and other processes of the
human mind this do or die attitude toward objectivity however could
not protect them from the subjectivity of their assumption that human
beings are not basically different from the lower animals an assumption
that incidentally is strongly rejected by many social psychologists
this assumption justified their experimenting with rats chickens and
monkeys and generalizing their findings to humans which gave them the
reputation of being the most rigorous scientists in the social sciences
yet their findings would mean very little if their assumption of the
continuity between genera were proven to be false the point is that the
empirical objective inductive thought process is never free from the
subjectivity of its assumptions

not all social scientists have chosen to deny the reality of human
subjectivity but in order to maintain an objective stance many have
purposefully and carefully created and maintained a pseudomoralpseudo moral
vacuum pseudo because it explicitly bars traditional judeofudeo christian
ideas and values while allowing modem social trends and fashions to
dictate the assumptions on which the paradigms are based it is this world
of pseudo objective and pseudo value free science that we have in mind
when we invite true believers to make greater use of their knowledge of
religious principles 10 our point is that assumptions based on eternal
truths can only suggest unimpeachable paradigms and hypotheses that
no truly objective research could ultimately disprove

so instead of rejecting outright the judeofudeo christian value tradition
as inimical to the search for truth we believe science should explicitly
acknowledge its dependence on deductive subjective paradigms and
proceed inductively to test their predictive power if deductive models
have any merit they would not only endure any inductive challenge they
would welcome and encourage such challenges any truth thus estab-
lished would have its relevant virtue and more the reahnbeahn of scientific
truth would augment and expand to areas now thought to be outside the
realm of the scientific this boundary itself is nothing but a subjective
value laden choice which in being denied as such unwittingly limits
scientific inquiry to secular though still subjective aspects of reality
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in the past religion objected to inductive inquiry it should now
invite it if science once shied away from certain deductive models it
should now openly test them and show its willingness to acknowledge
their validity when those models pass the test or show their fallacy
when they do not no religious virtue has any truth if it cannot stand the
most objective inductive test that science is able to apply similarly no
scientific truth has any virtue if it cannot be reconciled to the time tested
values of society where that truth has meaning

in view of the above discussion could not latter day saint
scientists make a peculiar contribution to the search for truth could they
not explicitly or implicitly allow gospel principles to guide their choice
of assumptions about different aspects of the nature of their universe
after making this avowedly subjective selection could they not then
choose a new a modified or an appropriate old paradigm and with full
rationality objectivity and rigor proceed according to the tenets of the
traditional scientific method if they could do that could not their
method be called an inspired scientific method

FIGURE 2

the deductive inductive thought process

of an inspired scientific method
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THE DEDUCTIVE INDUCTIVE THOUGHT PROCESS
OF AN INSPIRED scientific METHOD

the basic difference between the traditional scientific method and
an inspired scientific method is that the inspired method acknowledges
openly the value of depending on deductive faith where human
knowledge is temporally unavailable in the area of assumptions
while at the same time encouraging the objective testing of anything
susceptible to empirical measurement

before attempting to demonstrate how the inspired scientific
method can be used it is necessary to emphasize that pursuing truth and
virtue through the inspired scientific method is totally different from
mormonizingMormon izing secular models a frequent practice among mormonmonnon
thinkers we are well aware that many contemporary LDS scholars
would never advocate or use in research secular models without
first making them somewhat fit their religious beliefs for example
when LDS physical scientists discuss darwinscarwinsDarwins theory of evolution it is
typically presented as the process god may have used to create the living
ththingsingsonon our planet this casual accommodation of religious and secular
knowledge is what we mean by mormonizingMormonizing secular models

this effort at maintaining cognitive consonance has some merit
however most of us when confronted with dissonance simply ignore
or distondistort whatever appears to be a source of conflict that is why the
mormonizingMormonizing of secular models brings confusion rather than resolution
this confusion is obvious when some LDS social scientists can be heard
bearing their testimony that such conflicting theories as structural
functionalism the conflict theory symbolic interactionism the develop-
mental theory or the learningleaming theories truly represent the reality of the
universe as well as their view of the gospel this same confusion is
obvious among LDS professionals when some testify of the veracity
of gestalt therapy while others testify of behavior modification
psychoanalysis the cognitive approach or the ecological approach but
this confusion among LDS scientists simply reflects the confusion of the
world itself

to illustrate many social scientists have become intrigued by
maslowsmallowsMaslows self actualization model which encourages us to go beyond
society to attain a higher plane of living very typically however we fail
to take into account the fact that this model has emerged out of a
humanistic philosophy that is basically inimical to christianity instead
we proceed to make this model fit into our LDS ethos we may replace
social needs with false traditions and we may rephrase self

actualization to become reaching for perfection and soon the model
becomes what we believe to be a true representation of what living the
gospel should be
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in the process however we have distorted the model and
its intent and if we teach this modified model to students as being
valid we have failed them in several ways we have failed to make
them aware of the important role played by assumptions therefore
they cannot see that maslowsmallowsMaslows model is a product of the 1960s when
middle class values were rejected absolutes were negated and the new
ideal was individuality doing ones own thing moreover we have
failed to give our students an opportunity to be critically analytical we
have not helped them see how flimsy the term self actualization really
is in the absence of basic absolute and eternal laws and principles to
guide our behavior and we have failed to point out how inhuman the
term altruism can become when used by the individualistic person
the natural man without reference to gods plan or to charity the love

of christ in addition we have unwittingly undermined our societal
values normsnonnsbonns and laws by supporting the modem thesis that traditional
societal values are so outdated that even when we have nothing to
replace them with they can be rejected and deviated from with full
impunity

when we make one deductive model fit into another deductive
model ignoring the assumptions on which both are based we become
intellectually dishonest the inspired scientific method on the other
hand suggests a totally different more rigorous and consistent method
it consists of first identifying the central aspect of the gospel that
provides us with a deductive theoretical frame of reference second
surveying holy writ for scriptural statements out of which basic assump-
tions can be drawn and third using these basic assumptions to develop
ideal types identify or create appropriate specific theories and derive
pertinent and testable hypotheses

to use the inspired scientific method latter day saint scientists
would start from the deductive gospel model commonly known in the
church as the plan of salvation the plan of salvation in this context
refers to the explanation of the purpose of the existence of humankind
here on earth this explanation tells us of a great council where we were
offered a way to become like god our father this way demanded that

1 earths be organized to providetoprovide humans with whateverwaswhatever was necessary for
their temporal needs

2 a couple of spirits be given immortal physical bodies and an oppor-
tunity to make them become mortal in a proper setting for a fair
test

3 a set of expectations be made available to human beings through the
spirit of christ and through prophets against which their performance
would be judged

4 redemption be provided so that all spirits may be enabled to regain their
own body in a renewed and immortal form and be given whatever
reward they wouldgainwould gain here on earth
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this plan of salvation explains humans raison detre as well as
their origin and destiny and provides them with an overall theoretical
explanatory framework

the plan of salvation in addition to providing us with a theoretical
framework also serves as an umbrella for a myriad of what we will call
here scriptural statements statements found in the scriptures that
many believers accept as statements of absolute truth n these
statements may be concerned with the nature of the world and of things
in it for example our universe is an orderly universe ruled by law
through the light of christ and the power of god dacd&c 887 13

abr 418 statements may relate to basic human needs for example
the need for control over property protection of life and free exercise of
conscience dacd&c 1342 they may refer to the potentiality of human
beings a little lower than the angels heb 26 8 or their reality
for the natural man is an enemy to god unless he yields to the

enticingsenticings of the holy spirit and puttethputteti off the natural man and becomethcomethbe
a saint through the atonement of christ the lord mosiah 319

in addition some scriptural statements come in terms of what
should be commandments that tell us what is functional and what is
dysfunctionaldysfunctional to human beings or events that show us what righteous
and approved men and women of god do when inspired of the lord for
example we are told that adultery is a dysfunctionaldysfunctional pattern ex 2014
dac 4224 and when we read of general moroni gathering his people
for war we can tentatively conclude that going to war when our family
religion freedom and peace are threatened is acceptable to the lord
alma 4611 21 48481010

the scriptures are full of such statements which because they
fit within the planofplanosplanpian of salvation draw legitimacy from it and become part
of divinely revealed truth and the assumptions of those who believe

now having a basic deductive gospel model and explicit scriptural
assumptions we can develop general theories middle range theories
ideal types and clear testable hypotheses then the constant process of
reconciling theory to relevant empirical reality begins never losing
sight of the assumptions we can empirically study specific aspects of the
middle range theory or of the ideal type testing relevant hypotheses
then we can interpret the findings so as to bring a sense of fit between
the empirical data and the theory

application OF THE INSPIRED scientific METHOD TO THE
understanding AND STUDY OF THE MODERN AMERICAN FAMILY

the following exercise is primarily designed to exemplify rather
than to convince therefore we plead that the theoretical model not be
summarily dismissed simply because the reader may not agree with our
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conclusions we hope that any disagreement will on the contrary fuel
the desire to discuss challenge and modify what has been represented
here so that we eventually develop a workable model

the position of the family within the gospel theoretical framework

according to the scriptures the family unit was established in the
garden of eden it functions both to provide companionship gen 218
23 24 moses 318 23 24 abr 514 17 18 and to serve as a vehicle
to bring forth spirit children gen 128 moses 228 abr 428 moses
651651 so that they may be socialized alma 3912 and then tested
abr 325 thus the family carries out a major function in the plan of

salvation

survey of the scriptures to identify scriptural statements

inductive objective searching by definition demands thorough-
ness in this case by using A topical guide to the scriptures of the
church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day saints and other concordancesconcordancerconcordances we
may identify as many relevant scriptural statements as possible these
are our findings first the extended family is part of the patriarchal order
recognized as a unit here on earth and in the hereafter the wordwordfamilyjamilyfamilyjamely
in ancient scriptures generally refers to the extended family the patriar-
chal family the conjugal unit on the other hand is typically called a
household mosiah 25 josh 714 thus when the lord expresses his
concern with the families of israel isa 6523 jer 33111 1 or with the
families of the earth gen 105 123 he seems to be primarily
concerned with lineage with family relations that link people and
generations together even beyond the grave gen 258 dac 1302
1375 to be established forever these relationships require the sealing
the welding link mal 46 dac 22 13847 48 12817 18 that can
only be obtained through temple ordinances the lord expects members
of the extended family to feel love concern and loyalty toward one
another thus the scriptures remind us that we should forgive one
another 1 john 221010 11 gen 4554555021502 1 1 ne 721721 and demonstrate
our love ruth 1116ilg16 loyalty gen 1416 and sense of unity to our
siblings and other relatives Ps 13313311 but above all we must be
concerned for one anothers salvation 1 I1 ne 8128122ne81222 ne 1112lit12 1414230230

second the conjugal pair must love support and help save one
another although in time past the extended family has been given
prominence the lord has also shown great concern for the conjugal
family our sacred books have shown us the love existing between
abraham and sarah isaac and rebecca jacob and rachel lehi and
sariah and when king benjamin pronounced his last sermon he
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addressed himself to the conjugal units who pitched their tents in front
of the temple mosiah 26 converting them all one by one mosiah 52
the lord has given us a number of recommendations concerning the
married state first he has commanded that we marry 1 cor 111111illilili11
moses 318 dac 4916 because humans should not be alone A
husband is to leave his parents and cleave to his wife becoming one
flesh gen 224 moses 324 matt 195 dac 4222 and having
children Ps 1273 5 husbands and wives should love one another
jacob 37 1 cor 716 husbands should give honor unto their wives
1 pet 37 and live joyfully ecaleccl 99 rejoicing with the wife of their

youth brovprov 518 men should love their wives as christ loves his
church willingly sacrificing themselves for her eph 525 they
certainly must not be unfaithful dacd&c 4223 26 and divorces should
be few limited to cases involving sexual infractions mark 109
matt 193 9 532 women are to love and stay with their husband
and children titus 24 1 cor 771010 they are to be a comfort to
their husbands dacd&c 255 forgiving him dacd&c 13256 and
submitting to his authority 1 I1 pet 31 5 12 col 318 as he exercises
it in righteousness

third the conjugal family has been structured in terms of a specific
division of labor the scriptures indicate that soon after the fall a
family division of labor was established by the lord according to
it men are to rule gen 316 moses 422 and govern their home with all
gravity and meekness tim 34 5 dacd&c 319 mostly through
persuasion 2 ne 2523 dac 12141 44 with great respect for those
governed matt 18181010 col 321321 eph 64 luke 1520 3311 praying
faithfully jer 1025 3 ne 1821 mosiah 2714 men are to protect
their homes alma 4347 4810 4612 work gen 317 19
moses 423 25 and provide for their wives dacd&c 832 and their
children mosiah 415 dac 834 and they are to teach their children
in both secular and religious things fathers must pass on to their children
their language and their learning enos 1iliiii1111 1 ne 12 moses 65 6 and
share their personal experiences beutdeut 49 they must bring their
children up in light and truth dacd&c 9340 42 and in their testimony of
the lord Ps 785 isa 5413 deutbeut 67 3 ne 2213 moses 512
61 58 they must prepare them for baptism dacd&c 6825 as well as for
christs coming alma 3916 so that they might know of our lord
through whom they can obtain a remission of their sins 2 ne 2526
this teaching must be done when the children are young brovprov 226
2 ne 45 and through personal example jacob 2352353103 10 provbrov 207
reinforcing all principles with firm gen 1819 deutbeut 3246
josh 2415 kindness eph 64 otherwise evil comes 1 I1 sam 212
313 children are to honor their parents ex 2012 matt 1919
eph 62 1 ne 1755 mosiah 1320 lev 19322091932209 mal 16 accept
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and live by their parents righteous teachings and by their righteous
values brovprov 1188 2322 4411 col 320 1 tim 54 women are to be
mothers gen 316 moses 422 like their husbands they are expected
to teach their children alma 56475647848 and they are to be homemakers
Ps 1139 but homemakers with a difference homemakers who are

good at what they do and who gain some degree of independence
through industry and trust in the lord thus paraphrasing the scriptures
tell us that a virtuous woman can be trusted because she wisely admini-
sters her home she gets up early in the morning and feeds her family and
her servants she sees to it that there is good food but no spoilage or
idleness in her home she is wise and kind she helps the poor she reaches
out to the needy her home is prepared to face the darkness and the cold
she excels in all things she weaves and sells her products to the
merchants she buys a field and plants a vineyard and above all she fears
the lord

As we review the above scriptural statements the following basic
assumptions emerge

1 the conjugal family is a basic link to the extended family welding the
past and the future both horizontally among the members of the
extended family and vertically between &aaagenerationserationsorationserationslons interacting
with exchanging support and good will for and providing security to
all members

2 the conjugal family is to perform two major functions tension
management providing emotional support and procreation and
socialization of children

3 to provide tension management the conjugal family requires that
spouses give priority to their conjugal ties that they share and express
positive feelings and that they respect one another and be faithful to
one another

4 to perform the tasks of procreation and socialization the conjugal
family must reflect a division of labor men are to administer and
protect their home provide for their wife and children and teach their
children women are to be mothers and it would follow nurturenurturersrs
homemakers creative and independent and teachers children are to
honor obey and retain the functional and time tested values of their
parents

As we draw this list we promptly see that the scriptures do much
more than provide us with basic assumptions about family structure and
functioning the scriptures tell us what the structure and functioning of
the family should be thereby providing us with an ideal type of the
family 12 it would follow then that at least in the social sciences an
inductive survey of scriptural statements would often provide us with
assumptions that blend virtus and veritas in addition such a survey leads
us to think of families as systems having various degrees of functionality
and dysfunctionalityfunctionalitydys
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the next step is to compare this ideal type of a functioning
family with the family trends found in the united states today the
divinely inspired ideal family type suggests that the family functions
best when

1 the extended and the conjugal families are interrelated and inter-
dependent

2 the conjugal family functions to procreate and to socialize children
that is to prepare them to function appropriately in their future roles

3 the ideal conjugal family also functions to provide tension manage-
ment for all its members

4 the conjugal family employs the traditional division of labor to
achieve its goals

5 the extended family supports and absorbs the broken family in cases
of divorce or death

by contrast the present day american family is affected by the
following societal trends

1 geographical mobility and increasing dependence on other institutions
undermine the traditional interdependence between the extended and
conjugal families

2 the birthrate is down and some conjugal families choose not to have
any children the youth culture tends to bring some degree of alienation
between parents and children and to involve the young in deviant
behaviors

3 many women and children are expressing a great deal ofdiscontent and
rebellion and many men are responding with an increasing sense of
insecurity

4 men have given up responsibilities of teaching and disciplining
children to women homemaking is depreciated and unrewarded and
women increasingly obtain jobs outside their homes sending their
young children to be cared for by others as they work women take over
even more responsibilities

5 divorce has greatly increased with mothers typically heading the
broken conjugal family helped by the government rather than by the
extended family female headed families comprise the fastest growing
poverty group

this exercise leads us to the selection of a general theory of order
and within it to a systems approach furthermore an already existing
and well known theory of the middle range kingsley daviss theory of
the conjugal family appears to fit well our gospel inspired view of the
family 13 both daviss model and the gospel model see the family
as existing because it performs two major functions replacement
reproduction and socialization and tension management

within this theoretical model of the family much can be done
all aspects of todays family structure and family interaction can be
studied in terms of their functions and dysfunctionsdysfunctions todays american
family can be compared to the ideal gospel mode cross culturally
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family structures and family functions can be differentiated compared
and objectively evaluated universality and cultural relativity of patterns
can be properly considered thus the scriptures can provide latter day
saint scientists with information that leads them more directly to the
truth

the most intriguing and to some perhaps the most disturbing
finding in this exploratory analysis is that because the scriptures are
often prescriptive telling us what we should do the inductive search for
scriptural assumptions appears to lead to the construction of ideal types
and to the systems approach therefore using the inspired scientific
model latter day saint family sociologists would view the present day
american family as pathological in itself this would not set them apart
from many secular family sociologists who at this time also view the
family as being unstable as being in a state of transition but there would
be a basic difference and this difference resides in the fact that the
scriptures give us an ideal type on this basis latter day saint family
sociologists would tend to view family dysfunctionsdysfunctions as resulting from
deviance from this ideal type and to suggest solutions in terms of
returning to some version of the original model

without an ideal type to refer to secular family sociologists tend to
be less critical in fact at a time when the american family appears to
be so fragile many among them view the new emerging patterns as
useful experiments that update and improve on the traditional family
unavailingly they hope that these new trends will lead the family unit to
a more creative more adaptive and more functional prototype

this basic difference in frames of reference between secular and
latter day saint social scientists explains the corresponding differences
in orientation to problems and it takes great courage and integrity to face
the scientific community and on the basis of gospel truths declare
this truth has virtue and this virtue is true but it is encouraging to

know that a number ofofldsoflasLDS social scientists have been doing exactly this
for example kathleen slaugh rejecting some claims that day care

children are cognitively superior to children brought up at home has had
the courage to claim that at home children leamlearn both deductive and
inductive problem solving while day care children are only exposed to
deductive decision making 14 alienallenailen bergin needed even more courage
when he announced in national professional meetings to his secular
colleagues that religious beliefs of patients can and must be taken into
account by psychotherapists 15 at the same time latter day saint
educators scientists and professionals have been establishing organiza-
tions to explore and promote the use of gospel truths to upgrade their
various endeavors

we want to emphasize again that we regard these ideas as tentative
and open to critical appraisal latter day saint thinkers are a diverse and
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independent group and we do not wish to impose a methodology upon
them we hope however that these ideas may serve as a springboard for
thought and discussion until we the scientists and professionals of the
church can develop a style of our own
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passing the sacrament
at eastgate nursing home

every third sunday we gave them
bread of another world
usually it was george and I1

wed pull up in my dads monte carlo
brisk as bishops solemn as high counselors
we filled cups in the janitors closet
looking only once at the wrinkled
miss july behind the door

when it came time we broke and passed
sliding between wheelchairswheel chairs and walkers
with the grace of nurses never smiling
decorous in our sneakers and clip on ties
of course we had our moments
there was the guy who stood on his chair
and yelled for a bingo card and the lady
who started rubbing my leg and calling me jesus
but we kept composure talked them back
into the quiet of their lunacy
unknotted their fingers from our armsanns

we always took the slow road home
if it was summer wed drive by the pool
scouting the matched perfection
the bikini splendor of the hunzakerhunaakerHunzaker twins
and when we had money wed head for winchellsWinchells
sometimes on the last mile home
with the windows down
and a smile of sunlight on the road
id think of eastgate
how 1I carried trays to bedridden members
the lady in room 243
who wore her breasts at her waist
craning forward she opened her mouth
and I1 with clean and careful hands
laid the bread on her tongue

lance E larsen

lance E larsen is a phd candidate at the university of texas at houston
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book reviews

editors introduction

paul H peterson

probably no mormon history book in recent years has stirred
as much controversy and elicited as many varied responses as has
D michael quinns early mormonism and the magic world view
quinns book stirred much interest among mormon historians even
before its publication other scholars had uncovered documents that they
claimed necessitated some reassessment of our early history and quinn
seemed a logical choice to make such a reassessment author ofa number
of polished essays on the mormon past he was superbly qualified to
write a cutting edge study that would broaden and illuminate our
historical horizons and possibly point to new directions to be taken

when the book appeared reaction was both loud and mixed there
was virtual unanimity among scholars that quinns research was
prodigious and most commentators agree that at least some of his
implications and conclusions are significant but while some scholars
confidently pronounce quinns study to be a scholarly tour de force and
basically accept his thesis that early mormonism was centered around a
magical world view others have expressed alarm at quinns methodol-
ogy more particularly they object to unwarranted conclusions based on
what they consider to be highly tentative evidence the debate continues

BYU studies is committed to bringing to the attention of its
readers important published works that deal with the mormon
experience because of the controversy surrounding quinns book we
invited three reviewers to comment on the work each of them
approaches it from a somewhat different perspective and discipline
stephen robinson is a new testament scholar william A wilson is a
prominent folklorist and benson whittle is an artist with a background
in comparative literature in addition to the perspectives provided by
these reviewers readers may wish to consult reviews by jon butler
stephen ricks and daniel C peterson with a reply by quinn in
sunstone 12 january 1988 36 40 by peter wiley in utah holiday
17 january 1988 26 27 by mark S joy in journal of the west 27
april 1988 106 by alan taylor in dialogue A journal of mormon

thought 21 summer 1988 157 59 and by sterling M mcmurrin in
utah historical quarterly 56 spring 1988 199 200
paul H peterson is an assistant professor of church history at brigham young university and the book review
editor for BYU studies
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QUINN D MICHAEL early mormonism and the magic world view
salt lake city signature books 1987 xxii228xxiixvii 228 ppap 94 figures 149514.951495

reviewed by stephen E robinson associate professor of ancient scripture brigham
young university

in the past several years there has been a noticeably growing
interest in alternative explanations for mormon origins perhaps this
is due to a certain lingering uneasiness that the present theories of
cause are inadequate to explain the magnitude of the effects at any rate
the most recent attempt to find a more satisfying explanation for
joseph smith and the religion he founded is D michael quinns early
mormonism and the magic world view the major strength of
quinns book is the incredible breadth of its research the bibliography
appended to the main text is no less than sixty seven pages in length and
lists a multitude of arcane and often inaccessible volumes including
even rare medieval manuscripts A second strength of the book for the
non mormon reader is a total lack of any pro mormon bias although he
is a latter day saint and despite his modest statement of faith in the
introduction xviii xix quinn is clearly no LDS apologist there is not
a single page of the main text that would appear to be motivated by
loyalty to the LDS church or its doctrines or to be apologetic of the
churchechurchs interests

despite these strengths quinns book suffers from mamajoror flaws
time and again his thesis shapes his data rather than the other way
around for example in chapter 2 quinn argues that oliver cowderysCowderys
rod was a forked divining rod even though he himself admits 204 that
the other rods we know of in the early church were probably straight and
that use of a straight divining rod was virtually unknown in joseph
smiths america 34 this being the case the natural assumption
would be that olivers rod was like the others not a divining rod at all but
a staff on the model of the biblical rod of aaron yet quinn holds out for
the forked rod not because of any independent evidence but because
that is what supports his hypothesis

quinn attempts to establish that joseph was controlled by astrol-
ogical considerations even to the point of begetting children only when
jupiter was favorable however joseph was a capricorn whose ruling
planet is saturn as quinn admits on page 62 but since quinns theory
needs jupiter rather than saturn quinn shows merely that jupiter had
enormous significance for joseph smith 63 and thereafter refers to
jupiter not saturn as josephs ruling planet to transform saturn into
jupiter truly is magical but it is also a distortion of the facts ifjoseph was
indeed controlled by astrological considerations why was he so totally
unconcerned with his actual ruling planet
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what quinn does not reveal but what every astrologer knows is
that any date can be made astrologically significant propitious or
ominous by using different guides systems and criteria the beauty of
astrology as a confidence game is that there are enough variables to
produce any desired result for a given date or to explain any outcome in
retrospect merely by manipulating the various systems and criteria
according to the needs of ones client in tying josephs marriage dates
to astrologically propitious days quinn himself lists 60 62 the new
moon three days after the new moon seven days after thirteen after
fourteen after twenty eight after twenty nine after the first day the
moon was in gemini the second in virgo the second in aquarius the
second in pisces the first in aries the first in leo plus six other
mansions of the moon listed in the guides but not specified and every

thursday this gives a possible total of twenty four different days of any
month that could be considered astrologically significant marriage dates
for joseph according to quinns cited sources alone can the fact that
joseph married some of his wives on some of these days seriously be
proposed as evidence of his being astrologically controlled

quinn also proposes that the birth dates for josephs children are
astrologically significant since all of smiths children were conceived
in either february or september and were therefore bomborn in november
or june this statement is simply as a matter of record untrue the
smith family bible lists the birth of the 7thath son feb 6thath 1842 the
prophets cousin almyra mack covey refers to this birth in a letter dated
24 february 1842 to harriet whittemore josephs wife has had a babe
but has buried it this is confirmed by a second letter from jacob scott
to mary wamockwarnock in march of 1842 the full references are in quinns
own sources linda king newell and valeen tippetts avery mormon
enigma emma hale smith prophets wife elect lady polygamysPolygamys
foe new york doubleday 1984 103324103 324 n 29 this is a clear case
of omitting the child whose birth didnt fit the theory quinn also
dismisses the april births of thaddeus and louisa by telling us they must
have been a month or two premature but how does he know there is
in fact no historical evidence of prematurity and quinn offers none
beyond the requirement of his theory that it be so any theory that

ignores or arbitrarily dismisses contrary evidence lacks credibility
quinn seems constitutionally unable to view the evidence apart

from a prior commitment to his hypothesis A prime illustration of this
is afforded by his discussion of the dove medallion fig 39 on pages
73 74 quinns logic moves from 1 that an inscription on the back of
the medallion reads fortitude masonic lodge no 42 9 to 2 that
ten of the fifty one grand lodges in the united states report having

adopted the dove and olive branch as a masonic jewel to 3 that
the dove occupies a high place among our masonic symbols to 4 that
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in the early nineteenth century grand lodges of england and
pennsylvania the dove medallion was to be suspended from the neck
outside the clothing and then concludes that for joseph a mason who
had lived in pennsylvania if the dove medallion had any symbolic
significance to him that meaning was probably outside of free-
masonry this appears to be willful obfuscation and the objective
reader is put off by the forced imposition of quinns theory on evidence
which clearly contradicts it A second medallion fig 40 is discussed in
the chapter on talismanstalismans 75 76 but quinn offers no reasons why this
piece of jewelry should be considered a talisman any more than my
wifescifes opal pendant or grandmasgrandeasgrandmas brooch why it is pertinent to his thesis
remains a mystery

A further example will show how quinns imposition of his
hypothesis on incompatible data extends even to misrepresenting the
physical evidence on pages 72 73 quinn interprets the symbols on
josephs cane fig 38 to be a jupiter symbol above a crown above the
initials J S these he suggests convey the message jupiter reigns
over joseph smith however a close look at the photograph fig 38
reveals to anyone not previously committed to the magic theory that
the jupiter symbol is not in fact the jupiter symbol at all but merely an
x standing on a quarter circle and that it does not stand above the crown
but rather within it it is in fact the jewel in the crown the physical
evidence claimed for the jupiter connection is simply not there quinn
even admits that the jewel only resembles 72 or is similar to
fig 38 the jupiter sign but when ones method is to work backward

from conclusion to evidence even a chance resemblance will do
quinn often fails to give the full scope of his evidence or to

explain its context adequately for example he uses a single clipped
sentence from brigham youngs office journal an effort was made in
the days of joseph to establish astrology no fewer than three times
58 63 216 yet the reader is never given a larger context for the

statement it is never explained but who made the attempt who resisted
it when was it made and why did it fail does quinn know the answers
if so why doesnt he give us the information if not why does he return
again and again to this carefully sanitized and trimmed little snippet as
though it were evidence for his theory in an unguarded moment quinn
reveals a little more but still not all of this sentence just enough of a
glimpse at the larger context to see that it was actually hostile to
astrology and therefore to quinns thesis it would not do to favor
astrology an effort was made in the days of joseph to establish
astrology 216

another major flaw in quinns work is his overly generous sense
of what constitutes evidence and proof for example he takes
lucy mack smiths denial of magical practices to be proof of such
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practices lucysbucys exact words were let not my reader suppose that
because I1 shall pursue another topic for a season that we stoptstept our labor
and went at trying to win the faculty ofofabracofAabracabrahbrac drawing magic circles or
sooth saying to the neglect of all kinds of business 54 this quinn
ingenuously interprets as an admission that they did practice these very
things but without stopping their labors and neglecting all kinds of
business if I1 suggest the reader need not suppose I1 spend my entire
summer vacation lying on a beach in tahiti eating bon bons that hardly
constitutes testimony that I1 spend any part of my vacation so doing the
ironic character of such statements has to be obvious to anyone not
desperate for evidence any evidence

another example of quinns strange sense of what proves what is
provided by chapter 4 on magic parchmentyparchmentsparchments and occult mentors quinn
concludes from the fact that hyrum smith may once have owned a
dagger and two parchmentsparchmentyparchments with magical symbols on them that hyrum
joseph and generations of the entire smith family must have believed in
and practiced magic even if these items were hyrumshyrams and that
provenance is by no means certain it proves only that hyrum once
owned them nothing more it does not tell us why he had them how he
got them what he thought of them whether or how he may have used
them or what his brother joseph may have thought about them to refer
to these artifacts as the joseph smith family parchmentsparchmentyparchments 97 is a
willful distortion and quinns conclusions about the possible meaning
of these artifacts are pure speculation I1 happen to have among my
cherished possessions a st christopher medallion but that does not
make me a practicing roman catholic any more than my menorah makes
me jewish or my egyptian religious papyri make me a closet pagan
moreover my possession of these objects certainly does not prove that
my brother reid is a catholic jew or pagan such proof violates
logic wouldnt stand up in court and shouldnt stand up in historical
research

in the case of the jupiter coin this same extrapolation error is
compounded with a veryuncriticalvery uncritical acceptance of the artifact in the first
place if the coin were josephs that fact alone would tell us nothing
about what it meant to him but in fact there is insufficient evidence to
prove that the artifact ever belonged to the prophet the coin was
completely unknown until 1930 when an aging charles bidamon sold it
to wilford wood the only evidence that it was josephs is an affidavit
of bidamon who stood to gain financially by so representing it quinn
uncritically accepts bidamonsdamonsBi affidavit as solid proof that the coin was
josephs yet the coin was not mentioned in the 1844 list of josephs
possessions returned to emma quinn negotiates this difficulty by
suggesting the coin must have been worn around josephs neck under his
shirt but in so doing quinn impeaches his only witness for the coins
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authenticity for bidamonsdamonsBi affidavit the only evidence linking the coin
to joseph specifically and solemnly swears that the coin was in josephs
pocket at carthage 66 the real empirical evidence here is just too weak
to prove that the coin was really josephs let alone to extrapolate a
conclusion from mere possession of the artifact that joseph must have
believed in and practiced magic the recent hofmann affair should have
taught us that an affidavit from the seller especially a 1930 affidavit to
third hand information contradicted by the 1844 evidence just isnt
enough proof to hang your hat on

another example of quinns idiosyncratic sense of what consti-
tutes evidence or proof is his tortuous argument for occult mentors
89 96 his chain of logic runs like this it is possible that would

be consistent with may have resided it is possible that is more
likely that would have been interested it is reasonable to expect
that would have been acquainted suggests that could have been

other possible connections may have been would help explain
apparently followed and possibly with although there is no

information it may also be significant that may have had
apparently was evidently knew may also link apparently was

may have facilitated may have had apparently accompanied
is also possible is also possible possibly apparently were

probably possibly it is not clear could have easily met would
therefore have been would have possessed is consistent with
could have left would have lasted all of this is followed by the
conclusion but in view of the above evidence the accuracy of state-
ments by both nineteenth century neighbors and recent monmormonmonnonnon
historians must be reconsidered I1 fail to see how any train of argument
containing thirty nine subjunctivessubjunctives qualifiers maybesmaibesmaybes and weasel
words can be called evidence for anything

perhaps the most serious methodological abuse in quinns argu-
ment for josephs use of astrology occurs in his discussion of how
josephs physical characteristics and the events of his life are just what
astrology prescribed 63 65 in his search for occult correlations quinn
points out that josephs infected leg and chipped tooth even his height
and the color of his eyes and hair all correlate to what the magic books
predicted fulfilling traditional astrological expectations however in
his eagerness to list another correlation quinn apparently didnt notice
that this correlation is significant only if one accepts the validity of
astrology

another major weakness of quinns thesis is that the book of
mormon written at a time when joseph was supposedly most influenced
by the magical world view contains only six references to magic in more
than five hundred pages and two of these are merely quotations from the
bible nevertheless even these few references condemn magic in clearly
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hostile terms quinn attempts to overcome this obstacle by first referring
to the 1828 edition of webster to show that in josephs day the words
secret and hidden were synonyms for occult then by substituting
occult wherever secret and hidden occur in the book of mormon

text he is able to show that many passages really are concerned with the
occult after all 160 but while the word occult might have meant
66secret66 secret or hidden in 1828 according to the same edition of webster
it was not a synonym at that time for magic quinn wants to use
nineteenth century meanings to get from secret and hidden to
occult and then use twentieth century meanings to get from occult

tomagictomacicto magic in other words A equals B B sounds like C and C equals D
therefore A equals D in logic this is called the error of the ambiguous
middle the same method applied to the king james version of the bible
would make paul the purveyor of the occult hidden wisdom which
god ordained 1 I1 cor 27 and jehovah the bestower of the occult
hidden riches of occult secret places isa 454533 the actual fact is

that the book of mormonmonnon simply shows no interest in magic except to
condemn it and this by the way is the real achilles heel of quinns
theory the primary sources that huge collection of writings and ideas
that actually came from the mind and pen of joseph smith in 1829 and
after are absolutely barren ground as far as any connection with magic
or the occult is concerned in any academic discipline I1 know of a theory
that does not deal with cannot adequately explain or is not supported by
the primary sources ought rightly to be rejected

A similar error AB B is similar to C CD therefore AD
occurs when quinn defines the apocryphal literature of the bible and
even the writings of josephus as the occult traditions of judaism and
christianity 172 if he is using occult here in its archaic meaning of
66secret66 secret or esoteric he would probably get an argument from
josephussjosephuesJosephuss publisher or from the essenesespenes at qumranquaran or from the
author ofofjudejude and other early christians who used I11 enoch as commonly
accepted scripture certainly there is no evidence that anyone tried to
keep the apocrypha a secret if however quinn means occult here in
its modem sense to mean magical his contention would be hotly
disputed by virtually every authority in the field of biblical literature
roman catholics greek andcopticand Coptic orthodox falasha jews and others
might take offense at the suggestion that their acceptance of the
apocrypha or pseudepigraphical books implicates them in occult
practices the apocrypha pseudepigrapha new testament apocrypha
and josephus may have presented a minority view at times but they had
little or nothing to do with magic and the occult this is another of
quinns switches using 6 occult6occult in one sense to create data then using
it in a completely different sense to make the data part of the magic
world view
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A final example of this distortion by definition is the equation of
phrenology with the occult there isnt any reason in the world to
connect the nineteenth century belief in phrenology with magic the
supernatural or the occult phrenology was an empirically based though
later discredited scientific view modem herbalistsherbalists or chiropractors may
or may not be correct in their views as to how the human body works but
those views are based on an empirical rather than a supernatural model
and the rejection of their views by mainline medicine hardly makes them
devotees of magic and the occult the case is no different with the
phrenologists views are not occult just because they are not accepted
by mainline science

the best part of quinnquinns s book is the chapter on rods and seerstonesseerstones
although here quinn merely repeats information that has long been
available clearly use of these objects was a part of early mormonism
but the vital question is did these practices have their origin in magic
since there are clear biblical precedents of the use of rods and seerstonesseerstones
or at the very least since joseph believed there were and since there is an
ocean of evidence that joseph smith was influenced by the bible is it not
more economical to suppose the origin of these practices to be biblical
to ignore the possible biblical origins where proven precedents exist in
favor of speculative magical origins where they do not violates
occamsoccamy razor and introduces another hypothesis that is itself not
proven

throughout this entire book quinn is clutching at straws and
reaching too far the arguments are a collection of random anomalies
that usually lack any real cohesion I1 have not always agreed with
michael quinns conclusions in the past but the method of his earlier
work was at least respectable the real mystery then is why this book
is so fragmented so out ofproportion so very bad the answer I1 believe
is in the timing of its publication quinn must have begun his research
when he still had the hofmann letters and the salamander to serve as the
rock of his hypotheses it was those solid indisputable historical
documents that would give credibility to the rest of his data and make his
case come together quinns speculative notes would merely hang like
decorations on the solid mass provided by the hofmann documents and
the greater would justify the lesser however as quinn approached
publication the hofmann materials were pulled out from under him
leaving a huge salamander shaped hole in the center of his theory in
chapter 5 on the coming forth of the book of mormon one can still see
remnants of the intended central argument even without the hofmann
material quinn still discusses salamandersamanderssalamanderisal and toads for no fewer than
ten pages 124 33 but since he cant demonstrate any connection
between joseph smith and the salamander the whole discussion is
erudite irrelevance
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with the salamander letter and other hofmann materials quinn
had a respectable argument without them he had a handful of fragmented
and highly speculative research notes it appears to me that when he was
faced with the choice of seeing months of research go down the drain for
lack of a credible context to put it in or of putting the best face on it and
publishing anyway quinn simply made the wrong choice this would
explain why his remaining arguments are so strained and the scanty
evidence so overworked this would explain why the book is such a
methodological nightmare having lost the turkey at the last minute
quinn has served us the gravy and trimmings hoping we wont notice the
difference

moreover I1 would guess that quinn knows his work is flawed he
says that the evidence is diverse and fragmentary 226 subtle igligi191911

and can be demonstrated only circumstantially and inferentially 78
the basic weakness can be illustrated by merely stating the thesis in
different terms quinn asks us to believe that a twenty four year old
new york farmerfanner spent his entire youth and early adulthood immersed
in the study of magic to the extent of marrying his wife and begettingbegettinghis his
children out of occult considerations and then at the peak of this occult
involvement and motivated by it he founded a religious movement and
penned an extensive literature that were both so barren of magical
doctrines terms or practices that no one noticed the true origins for 158
years

As I1 read early mormonism and the magic world view I1 was
reminded over and over again of the style and methodology ofolerichofericherich von
danikensddnikensdonikensDanDdnikens chariots of the gods both books are entertaining and
exciting both books argue a sensational new theory of origins at odds
with the traditional view like von Dddanikenniken quinn focuses on a handful
of anomalies shapes his data to fit his theory and works backward from
his conclusions to his evidence like von Dddanikenniken quinn rejects
obvious simpler and more economical explanations for phenomena in
favor of speculative and tortuously hypothetical possibilities
von danikensddnikensdonikensDanDdnikens logic like quinns often goes from could have
maybe and possibly to therefore and QED neither distinguishes

well between plausibility and proof like von Dddanikenniken quinn often fails
to provide a complete and satisfying context for his data and misrepre-
sents or misinterprets not only the data but the physical evidence as
well in short early mormonism and the magic world view like
von danikensddnikensdonikensDanDdnikens books makes for titillating reading but as history does
not fare well
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QUINN D MICHAEL early mormonism and the magic world view
salt lake city signature books 1987 xxiixvii 228 ppap 94 figures 149514.951495

reviewed by william A wilson professor of english at brigham young university

because I1 know the circumstances surrounding the establishment
of mormonism only inin a general way I1 shall leave to the professional
historian the task of commenting on those circumstances as they are
presented by D michael quinn in early mormonism and the magic
world view in what follows I1 shall discuss the book from the point of
view of the general reader for whom quinn says he intended the work and
from the point of view of my own discipline folklore

after listening to much heated debate generated by quinns book
and after reading the work twice once fast for general impressions and
a second time line upon line precept upon precept I1 would like to make
two points at the outset first quinn genuinely tries to view the
restoration through the eyes of those who brought it about he does not
as some have suggested attempt to ridicule church founders or belittle
their achievements he clearly believes that these founders could have
been followers of magic and at the same time righteous men capable of
establishing the kingdom of god these were not mutually exclusive
endeavors second quinn does not believe that the magic practiced by
joseph smith and his contemporaries was something evil or sinister
indeed one wonders at times if quinn has not accepted what he calls
the magic world view himself believing that magical practices as

followers of the occult claim were revealed to adam by god in the
beginning and that the restoration of all things included reestablishing
these practices quinns discussion of the restoration of the temple
endowment 184 90 could certainly lead one to that view just as his
treatment of magic in general led sterling mcmurrin to comment that
quinn seems to be remarkably generous in his attitude toward such
things magical practices almost as if after all they are really gods
way of dealing with the masses or even with their prophets

what all this means is that those who disagree with quinn as I1 do
should base that disagreement not on the issue of quinns faith but on
the merits of his arguments I1 believe that quinn is often wrong but I1 also
believe he has the right to be wrong without having his integrity called
into question

I1 may never have read a book more heavily documented than is
early mormonism I1 am much impressed and sometimes awed by
quinns command of magical sources from the 1500s to the present
but it is easy to get lost in the maze of details with which quinn loads
his pages and I1 am frankly annoyed by his extensive intextin text
references it may be necessary to give eighteen citations 41 to prove
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that joseph smith used a particular seer stone in treasure digging but I1
am ready to believe that sally chase was a notable palmyra seer who used
a greenish colored stone by the time I1 get half way through the ten
references quinn cites to establish this fact 38 if such lengthy
documentation is necessary then to help readers more easily find their
way from the end of one sentence to the beginning of another quinn
should return to the old system of footnotes or end notes

further quinns references may sometimes mislead rather that
guide the reader it is not just extensive documentation that constitutes
proofbutthewaproof but the wayy one uses that documentation As I1 read the first chapters
of early Mormormanismormonismmormonismonism I1 am persuaded that joseph smith did indeed dig
for treasure and that he used seer stones and divining rods to aid him in
the search I1 am also convinced that the detailed explanations quinn
gives for the magic parchmentsparchmentyparchments in the possession of hyrum smith are
accurate though I1 am equally convinced that to know and understand
these complicated explanations smith family members would have
needed a sophisticated knowledge of the occult to match quinns own

As I1 move to other parts of the book I1 find much to tease my
imagination and to suggest directions for future research but I1 remain
unconvinced by the bulk of the argument primarily because it rests on
possible connections that are suggested but seldom proved and on
parallel evidence that often lies beyond proof and because quinn argues
from a concept of folklore that is both antiquated and misleading

throughout early mormonism quinn attempts to picture the
cultural milieu that produced the smiths and to explain them according
to their culture as typical representatives of the way of life that nurtured
them he writes for example america from the late 1700s to the early
1820s provided the cultural environment that would encourage a village
family like the smiths to have magic parchmentsparchmentyparchments 80 this is a
perfectly legitimate approach if we are simply trying to discover what a
typical or statistically average person of a given time might have been
like following this approach quinn fills his book with statements such
as it may be it is reasonable to expect evidently it may have
been it could be it is possible possibly probably

but too much rides on joseph smiths actions to reduce them to
what might have been or what could have been we need to know not
what was possible but what was and sometimes silence in the absence
of convincing evidence is better than speculation joseph smith could
have been influenced by magical practices as he established the church
and could have incorporated some of those practices into his new
theological system but was he and did he quinns answers to those
questions are based partly on associational evidence on possible connec-
tions about 1800 people in vermont not far from the smith family
began using divining rods for revelatory purposes 30 33 from this we
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are to infer that the smiths began doing the same references to
guardian angels appeared on the magic parchmentyparchmentsparchments in the possession
of the smiths in a talk he gave in 1844 joseph smith referred to
my guardian angel 100 from this we are to infer that the reference in

the talk was based on the parchment the smith family had in its
possession a silver dagger with which magic circles could be drawn 80
from this we are to infer that the family drew such circles influential
books on the occult scots discovery ofwitchcraft agrippasAgrippas occult
philosophy and barretts the magus were part of a large bookstore
inventory near palmyra from this we are to infer that the availability
of these european occult works near palmyra would account for
the citations from these texts in the smith familysfamilys magic parchmentsparchmentyparchments
80

this last technique occurs again and again in the book quinn will
recount an occult practice or belief that cain headed a robber band
committed to plundering for example 1 I16565 and then will point out that
a book detailing this belief was advertised in a local paper or was inin a
local bookstore or library and thus either directly or indirectly through
his contemporaries was available to joseph smith as he developed the
concept of the gadiantonGadianton robbers but in no instance does quinn
clearly establish that an idea passed from a particular book into the
head of joseph smith the actual connection is never made thus much
of the argument is built on non sequiturssequiturs B is assumed to result from A
because it follows A these possible connections would be useful to
supplement arguments built on a more solid foundation but when
they become the foundation then the conclusions must be suspect
unsupported by demonstrable evidence they lead to a world in which
nothing occurs by chance free from magical intent joseph smiths
conceiving children 64 invoking the spirit of moroni 118 22
returning to the hill cumorah on the same day each year 133 34
choosing the appropriate number of book of mormon witnesses 152
or establishing offices in the priesthood 180 82

quinns parallel evidence that is explaining actions practices
and beliefs in joseph smiths life by reference to actions practices and
beliefs in the occult world is equally troubling using such evidence
quinn can discuss joseph smiths experience with the angel moroni
compare it with occult practices and then conclude for those who
shared a magic world view the times and seasons of smiths 1823
experience would have directly applied to instructions for spirit incanta-
tion by reginald scot H C agrippa erra pater ebenezer sibly and
other occult works in frequent circulation in early america 119 some
ofquinns parallel evidence is convincing relating pearl of great price
statements about enoch to statements in richard laurences 1821 the
book of enoch the prophet an apocryphal production for example
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some of it pushes credulity to the limits relating lineage in the priest-
hood to lineage in bearers of astrological knowledge but none of it is
provable or for that matter disprovable and thats the problem in
spite of the cautions quinn establishes for the use of parallel evidence
his own magical reference seeking seems at times to be something of a
game in which quinn finds occult background for everything the names
of book of mormon prophets 154 57 book of mormon brass plates
159 secret combinations 159 65 the concept of spiritual and

physical creations 169 70 three degrees of glory 173 75 proxy
baptism 181 and the temple endowment 184 90

1I dont mean to be glib quinn is deadly serious about his
conclusions and deserves to be taken seriously once again the problem
is not that all of the parallels are implausible some of them make good
sense but that instead of using them to bolster an argument based on
some provable facts he uses them as his primary argument in this he
reminds me a little of the nineteenth century nature mythologists who
through comparative philology reduced the names of folktale and myth
heroes to metaphors for natural phenomena just as they found a nature
myth behind every culture hero so quinn tends to find magic or the
occult behind major events in the establishment of mormonism
reductionist approaches are intriguing but too easy

from my perspective the main problem with early mormonism
and one from which other problems grow is that quinn operates from a
concept of folklore that few contemporary folklorists would find
credible the problem begins with definitions or perhaps with the lack
of them in his introductory chapter quinn does define what he means
by magic or by the magic world view x xii but though he uses the
term folk magic again and again throughout the book he never tells us
what it means are we to assume that it is the same thing as magic if so
why the introductory word folk if not then what is the difference
other terms also need careful definition because their meaning is much
more elusive than one would think the term folk itself folk religion
folk belief folk believers and even heaven forbid folk apostle

despite these missing definitions it is not difficult to infer from
early mormonism a definition of folk that folklorists have given up
long ago a definition unfortunately shared by some other mormon
historians 2 no one of course has a monopoly on a term but one would
expect the careful scholar quinn usually is to pay at least some heed to
what contemporary professional folklorists say about his subject
nineteenth century and early twentieth century folklorists and ethnolo
gistsfists believed that the folk were unsophisticated unlettered country
people little touched by the refining influences of civilization and
supposedly sharing a worldviewworldview or psychic unity with people like
themselves a worldviewworldview that stretched relatively unchanged across
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cultural boundaries and from age to age from the ancient egyptians to
the present As a scientific worldviewworldview gradually replaced the older
magical perspective the people were divided into two groups the
educated or cultivated who abandoned old ways for more rationalistic
perspectives and the folk who adhered to the old ways and kept alive
the traditional learning of the centuries what this meant of course was
that with the spread of education and scientific rationalism folklore
would eventually disappear

these ideas occur frequently in quinn in the magic worldviewworldview he
finds a timelessness unifying occult manifestations xx a certain
unity ofperspective xix that existed in the outlook ofjoseph smith and
in books written hundreds of years before his birth xviii and resulted
in close parallels in certain of josephs teachings translations and
revelations to esoteric occult and magic traditions extending to the
ancient world 226 also xix and he points out that among the common
folk in joseph smiths america there existed an indifference to the
priorities of the educated elite 1111 an indifference that led to a
preoccupation with such practices as folk medicine and folk magic
in rural areas and among people with limited education 212 1 for other

expressions of this view see also 14 18 20 22222323 27 50 76 80 8811
given this unity of perspective in the magic worldviewworldview the questions
of parallels becomes easy one can discuss an action of joseph smith
compare it with a practice of someone else far removed from joseph in
time and space and then explain josephs action in terms of the other
practice that was what james frazer did in the golden bough as he
cataloged similar practices from around the world and then ignoring
historical and cultural contexts argued that similar practices had similar
meanings it was also what caused frazer to fall out of favor with
contemporary ethnologists

in the main this is quinns approach an approach he makes
clear when he explains that his aim is to present the events of early
mormonism from the astrological and magical perspectives that are
explicit in these magic artifacts since the previously discussed subjects
of treasure digging seer stones and divining rods as well as the magic
artifacts themselves all involve a certain world view and again to
examine in detail each artifact attributed to the joseph smith family
and to discuss the textual derivation and normative meaning of those
artifacts within the magic world view 54 emphasis added following
this approach quinn relates the silver divining cup of the old testament
joseph with similar divining cups from around the world 2 3 and
he relates joseph smiths use of a seer stone to similar practices in
elizabethan england 36 37

contemporary folklorists now understand that there is no
monolithic unchanging group of people called the folk there are
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instead many folkstolksyolks that is many folk groups or clusters of people
with similar interests and identities constantly changing and constantly
generating or reshaping folklore as they respond to the circumstances of
their environments from this point of view joseph smith would no
more have been a member of the folk than would a sophisticated city
dweller who tried to discredit him both would have had their folklore
generated in response to the circumstances of their own environments
students in my classes for example have collected folklore with equal

success from both farmers and medical doctors further joseph smiths
rural new england society would not have shared a common worldviewworldview
with all other rural societies instead it would have held to a worldviewworldview
resulting from its own historical development and still further even in
josephs rural new england sharp differences between people would
have occurred and quinn notes some of these that is there would
have been no all inclusive cultural homogeneity

if there is no monolithic folk neither can there be a monolithic
magic worldviewworldview at best there can be only a variety of worldviewsworldviews
what this means is that similar practices can have different meanings and
that a researcher cannot explain one practice in terms of another until he
has set each one in its proper historical and cultural background and has
inferred meaning from context 3 one cannot as quinn seems to assume
that because joseph smith wore an amulet he did so for the same reasons
other people in other contexts have worn amulets 65ff65ff wheres the
proof

quinn is aware of the close interplay between oral and written
sources each of which draws on the other but though closely related
oral and written traditions are not the same quinn states oral tradition
is fundamental to folk magic but as keith thomas noted for some
kinds ofpopular magicmagicjmagice books were essential the most obvious was
the conjuring of spirits 79 the key word in thomass statement is
popular what quinn again and again traces joseph smiths actions

back to is not a folk culture but a popular culture a media culture a book
culture though material contained in this book culture can and does
change as it is transferred from book to book it still remains compara-
tively constant in form the one constant about folk culture on the other
hand is that it is ever changing it is subtracted from added to and
created anew in every new performance or ritual enactment as the
practitioner adapts traditional knowledge to the demands of the social
and physical environment indeed it is these changes or variations that
will tell us what is going on in the cultural life of a people

what this means is that if joseph smith performed actions which
are tightly parallel as quinn suggests to practices outlined in books
printed two or three centuries before his birth he would have had to leamlearn
these practices rather directly from written sources in the folk tradition
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they simply would not have continued in such static form this places
an added burden on quinn to show that joseph did indeed leamlearn the
practices from the sources cited for example quinn convincingly
demonstrates that the intricate symbolism and designs contained in the
smiths magic parchmentsparchmentyparchments derive from ebenezer siblys A new and
complete illustration of the occult sciences 1784 and from reginald
scots 1665 edition of discoveriediscoveriesDisc overie of witchcraft 97ff97ff he then states
although still leaving unanswered the question of who inscribed the

lamens a probable explanation is that due to the previously described
availability of reginald scots works in early america chap 1 some-
one in the smith family or acquaintance used both the 1665 edition of
scot and the 17178484 or more recent edition of sibly to construct the
characters on the three magic parchmentyparchmentsparchments 104 if we cannot be sure
who inscribed the parchmentsparchmentyparchments how then can we be sure that the smiths
fully understood all the symbolism that quinn in painstaking detail
spends many pages describing more important how can we be sure that
joseph smith would have known and understood the myriad of symbolic
and ritual details in the scot and sibly publications that the parchmentsparchmentyparchments
are based on details that supposedly explain a number of later actions
and events in his life initiating a meeting with moroni 118 19 meeting
moroni at a particular time 119 invoking moronis spirit 120
associating a salamander usually thought of as magical with moroni
132 determining that the hereafter is comprised of different degrees of

glory 173 again these are highly evocative and intriguing parallels
but the proof is lacking one thing is clear they cannot be attributed to
an enduring folk magic that has come down unchanged from scot and
sibly to joseph smith

finally throughout much of early mormonism quinn stresses the
difference between the magic worldviewworldview ofjoseph smiths america and
the more rational scientific view of our twentieth century world he
points out that among mormonscormons some old folk practices still persist and
probably always will but he also argues that with increasing education
those who subscribe to the magic worldviewworldview will become fewer and
fewer 4 had quinn paid any serious heed to contemporary folklore and
to contemporary folklore scholarship he might have had some difficulty
defending that point of view quinn has not entirely avoided folklore
sources but with a few exceptions the works he cites come either from
scholars writing from older points of view or from badly outdated
publications

folklorists now understand that folklore has come into being not
just in the distant past but in all ages just as people in earlier eras
generated and transmitted folklore in response to the circumstances of
their lives so too people in the present create and pass along folklore as
they react to the strains and stresses the joys and the sorrows of their
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lives we also understand that folklore belongs not just to rural
unsophisticated andunletteredand unlettered individuals but to all people all ofus to
answer an earlier question are the folk we generate transmit and
enjoy folklore because these acts are imperatives of our human
existence that is we tell stories recite proverbs and participate in
rituals because these are the ways we have as human beings of dealing
with basic and recurring human problems and one of the problems that
will ever be with us is the difficulty of coming to grips with anxiety and
uncertainty forces that all our science will never completely eliminate
in their excellent water witching USA 1959 harvard professors
evon Z vogt and ray hyman cite a researcher who thirty years earlier
summed up the older view of magic as a relic of a prescientific age

the magical mind rather than the scientific attitude tends to prevail in rural
america expressions of magical mindedness are seen in numerous
superstitious beliefs and practices in regard to harvesting and planting
with much prestige already established for this method there is every
reason to think that fairly rapid headway will be made in the immediate
future to the degree such progress is made the magical mindednessmindednesswill will
disappear 5

vogt and hyman then point out that in spite of the continued
growth of education and the advance of science this prediction has not
come true that on the contrary water witching has continued to
flourish 6 then after showing how water witching can give practitio-
ners a feeling of control over an uncertain world they cite a contempo-
rary study that takes a functionalist rather than survivalist point of view

magical beliefs are more likely to be used in decision making situations
where a high degree of risk and uncertainty are involved farmers who
relied upon agricultural magic were more resistant and less likely to adopt
new technological farming practices many respondents however saw no
ideological conflict between magical beliefs and science 7

this is precisely the point made by wayland hand whom quinn
does cite as he explains the persistence of magical folklore in utah and
elsewhere folk beliefs and superstitions arise naturally out of
situations of hazard and doom physical hazard is bad enough far
worse however are pursuits fraught with psychological hazard such as
the stage stock market operations gambling and sports 8

in certain desperate and trying circumstances in both rural and
urban life many ofus still turn to cultural means outside ourselves to save
the day that is particularly true of religious people obviously the
twentieth century mormon world is not the nineteenth century world of
joseph smith and his contemporaries but so long as present day
mormonscormons continue to believe as did their predecessors that through
prayer and ritual they can manipulate supernatural powers to their
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advantage much will remain constant the precise forms may change
and the meaning of each ritual enactment will have to be inferred from
its own context but as rich stores of material in university folklore
archives already testify the ends remain essentially the same conse-
quentlyquently though supernatural experiences are not the sum of their
religious values many mormonscormons today still divine the future seek
hidden treasure use home remedies tell ghost stories experience
dreams and visions invoke angels and spirits exorcise devils seek
information from the spinspiritsi ts of the dead heal the sick through ceremonial
means and use talismanstalismans to ward off evil As sterling mcmurrin
suggests our own activities can become so commonplace and habitual
that we forget to pay them proper heed when we compare them to
practices in the past 9

quinns own statement is perhaps the best evidence I1 can marshal
in support of this point of view he states 1I believe in gods angels
spirits and devils and that they have communicated with humankind in
mormon terms I1 have a personal testimony of jesus as my savior of
joseph smith jr as a prophet of the book of mormon as the word of
god and of the LDS church as a divinely established organization
through which men and women can obtain essential priesthood
ordinances of eternal consequence xx so long as rational individuals
like quinn continue to hold that view as they have held it in the past what
I1 would prefer to call a mormon worldviewworldview will I1 trust not soon
disappear
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QUINN D MICHAEL early mormonism and the magic world view
salt lake city signature books 1987 xxiixvii 228 ppap 94 figures 149514.951495

reviewed by benson whittle excerpted from a longer essay

magic is real it works readers ofmichael quinns new book must
be prepared to accept this or never understand the argument in the
absence of direct experience or of a scientific appreciation of magic a
kind of imaginative leap is probably advisable we would need to walk
into hilly heavily wooded country interspersed with fields and roads
with head and heart wide open trying in a most receptive way to realize
that everything seen is materially connected to things invisible and by
these latter intermediaries to each other it would be necessary to befriend
and be befriended by witches soothsayers and magi and to take them
seriously as friends and as divines in so doing we might get glimpses of
joseph smith the young treasure seer his face buried in a hat which he
holds upside down in his hands a stone in the bottom of it we accept his
seership which eventually yields a treasure we see the smiths take up
the hearthstoneshearthstones in their living room enabling joseph to conceal his
find there we watch as one disgruntled treasure hunting colleague
alva beaman demands to see or share the trove taking up his divining
rod the resolute rustic promptly witches the whereabouts of the
golden plates everyone present shares something that michael quinn

calls the magic world view all know that magic is real
any approach to quinns book by a mormon of any hue must be

partly concerned with reconciling the vast differences of belief between
now and when magic was going strong among our forebears the more
so as we have moved from bizarre folk marginality to full partnership in
technocratic neo industrialism in one tenth the time between
archimedes and einstein quinn the church and the demagicalized
worldviewworldview will survive the furor over magic in mormonism but what
about magic itself will we fall for another revisionist history just
because the picture ofjoseph smith with hat and stone cannot fit in with
word processors and remote control garage door openers or with our
late and refined view of what a true prophet may be and what of our poor
little salamander accommodated by the status quo as soon as it became
necessary to deal with that forged letter of martin harris is he now to be
thanklessly cast off

magic is something very big with many centuries behind it
science magic and worship once walked hand in hand magic deserves
defending because it belongs to a worldviewworldview that has given long service
while yielding both modernmodem science and modem religion in confronting
magic michael quinn has recreated a birth of mormonism in which
edited by maxine hanks
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credulity identified by sir richard burton with impeachable irony
as an important organ of the human brain is restored to its true place in
this he seems to have the backing of richard L bushman ronald W
walker and klaus J hansen among others it is pospossiblepossillepassillesilpesille too according
to quinn that the salamander may have a placeinplaceanplace in it

quinns is a serious scholarly work aspiring to and surprisingly
often achieving objectivity the author a mormon of religious
convictions has attempted to assemble relate and analyze available
data concerning attitudes towards and the practice of magic more
generally the occult among the founders of the faith and its early
adherents he has also made a thorough study of postmedievalpostmedieval magic
texts especially of those that were in print in english during the genesis
of the new religion and has taken account of important antecedents to
these thus by the establishment of connections both direct and
thematic it has been possible through scientific and extrabiblicalextrabiblical means
to broaden our view of the cultural environment from which mormonism
sprang and to situate the religion of the latter day saints to some extent
in a nonparochial non prprotestantotestantotestant tradition stretching back through
reformation europe and the middle ages to late antiquity and beyond
the latter probably was not a leading aim of the author certainly it is
only one of the results in fact it is not always easy to see what case he
is making but the book on balance deserves our thanks praise and
attention

the book lives up to its title quinn erects the framework of magical
lore largely literary by which alone at this late hour joseph smiths
activities as magus may be interpreted he then methodically fits the
known historical events of early mormonism into this framework with
minor additions and major elaborations however a problem in this
approach is the presence of quite a lot of undigested material often the
author seems simply to be taking every opportunity to glue scraps of
information not always evidence to the bones of his case whether or not
they stick and sometimes whether or not they are relevant

the largest single difficulty is that there is virtually no conclusive
proof that joseph smith paid inordinate attention to astrology ever used
any magic parchmentyparchmentsparchments or practiced spirit conjuration detractors there-
fore will find much scope for attempted refutation and the burden of
proof must fall upon the author As I1 see it ithoweverhowever the case proceeds
from suggestion to plausibility to likelihood and finally on the whole
convinces I1 believe that in time we shall be forced to contemplate what
howe called the juggling conjuring arts of smith

it is reassuring to surmise that the old story of a world steadily
prepared for the restoration by a relentless succession of more or
less unwitting protestants and proto protestants from wycliffe to
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jonathan edwards has been junkedbunked by serious historians also it is nice
not to be hearing of the burnt over district quinns aim may not be to
rewrite the early history of mormonism so much as to assemble as it
were under one roof all the data old and new and freshly sifted relating
to magic money digging and astrology and at least to make a case for
the thorough immersion of the smiths in magic quinn seems justified in
having decided to publish his findings now rather than await possibly
forever the emergence of conclusive data to unite and fully illuminate
the strange and often obscurebeginningsobscure beginnings of mormonism his inconclu-
sive history should be regarded as an indispensableah7mdispensable step in the dialectical
process through which many mormonscormons are now gaining important self
knowledge

chapter 1 early americas religiobeligio magical heritage begins
with the explanation that the study of the occult in america that is as
an academic subject has begun only recently partly because magic is
a secret ancient tradition quinn discusses the occurrence of magic in the
bible an appropriate effort in view ofofmormonismsmormonismsMormonisms claims to replicate
the religion of both testaments the author alleges magic in judaism on
the basis for example of a zodiac built into the floor of an ancient
synagogue throughout the work quinn erroneously considers
astrology a branch of magic instead of a separate archaic science once
the astronomy of its day nevertheless astrology is serviceable as an ally
of ceremonial or astral magic

it is more difficult and controversial to ascertain the position of
magic in the new testament than in the old many have rallied to
both sides of this question but the implication one draws from
quinns examination of the controversy is that it is political factors
mostly prevailing prejudices against magic that keep our lord
from being considered a magician other than noting magic in
medieval christendom quinn says little of it all pre christian
peoples of europe practiced magic which was eventually marginalized
but not eradicated spellbinding was of particular importance among
northwest europeans as were transformations for example shape
shifting such as alleged in the metamorphosis from salamander to angel
moroni in addition alchemy infiltrated western europe from north
africa beginning in the tenth century magicians on bad terms with the
church were often persecuted aass sorcerers but there is increasing
support for the view that the countryside of western europe was
effectively Christianichristianizedchristianizerzed only in the wake of the reformation and by
that time magic astrology and hermetic science were well established
among even the upper classes of italy certainly much scope remained
for the practice of the old religion during most of recorded history
quinn does show that the occult persisted among all classes in america
as well as in europe in spite of clerical opposition thus until the end
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of the seventeenth century learned men such as bacon kepler locke
and newton were often students of alchemy or astrology

this troublesome context of early mormonism which from our
twentieth century vantage point seems so perplexing had a rationale
sufficiently convincing to sway english aristocrats protestant
clergymen and devout men of groton massachusetts quinn notes
that vermont when joseph smith was a boy residing there was

something of a treasure digging mecca 22 the author here is not
trying to make treasure digging look respectable but rather under-
standablestandable even so one begins very early to discern an apologetic
stance in this work but with a peculiar twist the author is not defending
the faith to the infidel instead he is defending the history of a heretical
prophet founder and his associates to his own coreligionists so that
they may not be ashamed of their origins to the point of falsifying their
history

the second chapter deals particularly with treasure digging
divining rods and seer stones quinn who regards treasure seeking as an
acceptable aspect of folk religion holds that joseph peeped and to a
lesser extent dug from 1819201819 20 to 1827 he cites a digging experience
that occurred after the recovery of the golden plates besides establishing
the extent to which some early brethren believed in the reality of super-
natural treasure enchantment the incident tells us that the book of
mormon was not regarded as the only true treasure to which all
previous divining and digging had been mere preparation slim but direct
evidence connects joseph smith sr and the father of oliver cowdery
to a christian fraternity ofofrodsmenrodsmenrodsmanRodsmen in vermont quinn argues for the
right to quote from hostile sources and discriminately uses howes
mormonism unvailedunavailed without which we would have a less interesting
history

in chapters 3 and 4 quinns case begins to emerge some readers
will find it endearing as well as illuminating to be able now to imagine
the smith family in the 1820s as among other things a small circle of
poor rural occultistscultistsoc living as much as possible for the things of the spirit
while dreaming of prosperity digging for buried treasure and trying to
get a little income from some of their favorite interests

the third chapter treats ritual magic astrology and talismanstalismans
especially a number of relics of the smith family from the standpoint of
calculating his nativity casting his horoscope or doing his chart
natal josephs most significant planet quinn argues was not saturn

which rules capricorn his sun sign but rather jupiter which
governed the year of his birth and the first decan ten degree arc of
capricorn accordingly his physical appearance was that of one ruled by
jupiter somewhat oddly quinn then argues that josephs constitution
conformed to capricorn under Jupiters governing influence 63
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right down to the bone operation with consequent limp and the slight
whistling sound he made in speaking

there are several problems here it is at first hard to ascertain what
quinn is trying to prove but something like the following eventually
emerges factors in josephs nativity when combined with his
jupiterianJupi terian appearance might incline him to think himself governed by
jupiter if the prophet demonstrably had grounds for thinking himself
governed by jupiter then this might explain and confirm quinns
interpretations for example of josephs talisman and cane and
strengthen a major segment of his case allowing the above there
persists the illogicality of attributing physical appearance to the
influence of jupiter and in the same individual bodily infirmities to
caprcapricornicom ruled by saturn

what matters in any event is what joseph smith thought I1 see no
reason why he would have neededtoneeded to think himself fully governed by
jupiter due to his nativity in order that the talismanstalismans his cane and the
births of his children be explained he only needed to wish it if that were
the case then quinns position is even more engaging for joseph might
be thought to have chosen jupiter as an ideal and a protector even as kind
ofpatron saint the prophet might have practiced what frances yates has
called astral magic or

a way of escaping from astrological determinism by gaining power over the
stars guiding their influences in the direction which the operator desires or
in the religious sense it is a way of salvation ofescape from material fortune
and destiny or of obtaining insight into the divine 2

quinn makes a good case for the possible employment in magic of
the prophets jupiter talisman which by all accounts he did wear the
case is less convincing for another silver piece formerly belonging to
joseph this piepiecece could be used as a talisman could be regarded as a
symbol of venus could fit into the magic world view as could much
else but the residual effect of the argument is an impression that the case
itself is being mustered to endow the proof with meaning rather than the
other way around such instances in which the author makes his case
suspect by revealing the outer edges of the body of evidence essential to
its establishment cause us to reflect that stripped of speculations and
questionable connections this book might be a rather slenderer volume

according to quinn all ascertainable wedding dates of joseph
smith jr and sr have astrological correlations A problem here is that
three different methods of reckoning favorable days are offered joseph
smith we are told resorted to all of them so diverse are astrological
orientations that just about any choice of a wedding date might be made
to seem propitious according to some system or other yet ascribing
astrological significance to all eighteen of the known or probable dates
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of josephs marriages required diligent thoroughness which is found
throughout the text

in chapter 4 magic parchmentyparchmentsParchments and occult mentors the action
starts to pick up quinn glimpses dim outlines of what he thinks may have
been a sort of proto mormonmonnon clan of christian seeker families inter-
related by blood marriage an interest in the occult and in some cases
participation in the vermont wood scrape at or near the center of this
presumed inchoate movement is joseph smith sr together with a pair
of possible occult mentors to young joseph justus winchell and
luman walters who will not be warmly received into mormon
hagiography winchell an accused counterfeiter and bigamist is
thought to have introduced rhabdomancy to the wood group walters
a footloose polymath possessing strange books seems also to have
shared the sometimes questionable reputation of the smiths themselves
rather vaguely by means of a lot of may also link hims the author
connects winchell walters wood and others through former
residency in adjacent areas of connecticut marriages connections to the
congregationalist church shared migration patterns interest in the
occult or any of several inexhaustive assortments of the above to the
smiths and to other early mormonscormonsMormons including the rockwellsrockwelllRockwells BearbeamansbearnansbeamandBenansamans
lawrencesLawrenlaurencesces whitmerswhittersWhitmers and many families prominent in the church at
kirtland ohio in the early 1830s this will no doubt tantalize students
of the subject but confirmation would require a great deal of work and
good luck quinn here is working from a very interesting intuition
based on a scant handful of hard facts and a lot of potentially related
information all held together by conjecture again he fails to say
exactly what he is trying to prove still it may turn out to be the most
revolutionary chapter of mormonmonnon history ever written prior to his next
two

the work at this point seems hurried with insufficient proof some
of the speculation therefore somewhat idle the ideas do excite partly
because it is refreshing to see a friendly scholar even attempting to deal
with this evidence it would seem that the case quinn is suggesting here
as an explanation for the smith family amulets has greatest bearing
potentially on chapter 6 in which he examines mormon scriptures and
their relationship to the magic world view if there are discernible close
parallels as quinn later demonstrates between mormon scripture and
preexistent occult texts this is ultimately more interesting and important
than the manufacture of parchmentsparchmentyparchments

quinn reassures the reader that the three smith family magic
parchmentsparchmentyparchments have nothing to do with black magic and are god centered
97 also they are apparently the only documentary evidence of non

biblical literary sources for any religious practice teaching or artifact
of joseph smith curiously quinn has established that an expression
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found on one of the amulets must have come originally from a magical
text published in america in german in 1820 and unavailable in
translation before 1833 because of the strength of rosicrucianism
among pennsylvania germans a possible german connection might be
worth pursuing comparison of source texts indicates that at least two of
the parchmentyparchmentsparchments could not have been constructed earlier than 1784
quinnquinns s halfhearted attempt to attribute the manufacture of the holiness
to the lord andstanastand st peterbindthempeter bind them lamens to winchell andwaltersand walterswaiters
through numerology is unsuccessful

chapter 5 is titled the coming forth of the book of mormon
the now quaint phrase coming forth prepares the reader as never
before for the emergence of the record from the ground from low out
of the dust isa 294 but can the reader really accept that joseph is
going to the hill to get the plates by magic quinn has been keen to
make his readers surmise on their own if possible that the practice of
magic can truly be fitted into a not disreputable tradition however
the oft recurring phrase folk magic tends to denigrate the status of
joseph smiths activities as magus did joseph really usher in nay
conjure the last dispensation by folk magic the golden plates
whose existence it is as pointless to question among believers as the
resurrection were buried in the earth controlled by a spirits the
young seer having ascertained the presence and the location of the
record must go to that place at the right time divested of pecuniary
motives and wearing black and must be in the company of the right
person he must enter the magic circle divine the trove summon the
spirit break the spell

the time was 21 september 1827 the autumnal equinox
quinns case at this point resting on joseph smiths reasonably well
established knowledge of astrology on the amulets of parchment on
precise pinpointing of times of invocation reported in friendly
histories on the literature of magic known to have been potentially
accessible to joseph on the prophets known involvement in magical
treasure seeking during that period on at least one acceptable
statement that the plates were located by means of josephs wonderful
stone 112323 effectively places the recovery of the plates in the thick of
the magical tradition As we follow the narrative disjointed though it be
we realize that the story of the coming forth will never be the
same again we witness the magical autochthonous birth of a new
religion or the first and only great find of the palmyra area treasure
seeking fraternity or the enactment by the young prophet of a
retrieval rite undertaken to convince believers of the reality of the
desired event or some blend of the above in any event if we have been
extremely attentive in following and at some points in industriously
ascertaining the authors case I1 believe we are prepared for this major
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step in the argument and must conclude that it works the case suddenly
seems very strong ifmuch evidence is tenuous it must be countered that
much of it is very solid it convinces when the whole composed of
diverse strands is woven together into a fabric suddenly greater than the
sum of its parts I1 have hazarded elsewhere that an imaginative act is
necessary ifone is to appreciate a work of the imagination quinn has met
the one with the other and has produced a case far from imaginary

interestingly quinn has elected to add the famed mormon
salamander to his reconstruction of what occurred when joseph went to
retrieve the plates two accounts are known of something like a toad
124 or a something that looked some like a toad 126 seen by joseph

at the time at first one is drawn instinctively to the authors argument
the salamander is an engaging literary image for one thing while a toad
is just a toad unhappily there is no proof of the material existence of a
salamander at the retrieval of the record we are given instead much
well informed conjecture really the only strong argument for the
salamander is textual and occurs in chapter 6 connecting the words
nephi and moroni to a cabalistic notion of an outer soul this intelligence
is then tied to the nephilimNephilim of genesis offspring of elemental spirits
or in other words salamandersamanderssalamanderisal known as moron in books available at
palmyra 157 58 n 2 this too must qualify as a tenuous proof

it seems that in terms of the inner logic of his case quinn in spite
of vagueness must be alleging the objective presence of a salamander
it is one thing to suggest that there was a salamander in the hole or
box and something different if the creature beheld by the young seer

was any sort of small amphibian transformed on the internalization of
whatever the prophet may really have seen or projected from the inside
of his mind out when whatever may actually have been in the box or hole
appeared if the salamander lore allegedly rife in the region at the time
had truly made an impression on young joseph smith surely he would
have said salamander to chase and the saunders family the reptilian
fire sprite fits the picture only if quinn holds on poor evidence that it
really was a salamander and that there was an actual sighting the
significance of which joseph was ignorant instead the author says it
is possible 131311 nevertheless it is interesting and may someday lead
somewhere

the obvious alternative explanations must be addressed of
course that it was a toad for example or a frog feeling suddenly out of
place and diving for a crevice yet a sharp eyed young seer would know
a toad while joseph did say something like a toad by the same token
would he have failed to recognize a frog perhaps some mutant or
deformed batrachian perplexed him there at least one more view of the
matter presents itself supposing moroni the messenger were himself a
highly accomplished conjuror
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there is too the reference to the golden pot a tale by E T W
hoffman which received notice in palmyra and seemed to presage many
elements of the book of mormonscormonsMormons creation I1 fear that many will think
when presented with frequent declarations concerning the availability to
the smiths of literature relevant to their magicomagice religious activities that
an attempt is being made to prove direct influence on the prophet by
literary works that he prepreconstructedpreconstmctedconstructed his own history inventing not only
the modus operandioperand by which the plates were secured but also the
framework in which they were proffered all in accordance with the
prescriptions of magical texts and fictional works I1 infer instead that
quinns intention has been to put down any and all findings that seem
relevant to the mindsetmindret joseph smith took with him into his prophetic
calling

quinn tries to demonstrate that the thrust and style of the new
gospel had intrinsic appeal for americans sharing josephs magic world
view accordingly in introducing his discussion of occult teachings in
mormonmonnon scriptures chapter 6 he is quick to say that he will not argue
for direct influence ofprior texts on the new revelations and translations
his position is that they can have been affected by the language
concepts and heritage of the religiobeligio magical culture that was part of the
early nineteenth century audience to which the communication was
addressed but that this influence according to early mormon
theology still would have constituted divine communication since
god reveals his truths to humans in their own language 151511 A problem
is that quinn at the same time denies that the prophet could have had
access to the texts from which many parallels to the monmormonmonnonnon scriptures
are then adduced 150

if I1 understand the argument quinn seems to be pushing
apologeapologueapologeticstigs to its outermost limit the revelations with their occult
religiobeligio magical content would still according to his explanation have
been channeled through the mind of god so keen is this god to enlighten
his people that he inspired his leading prophet to transmit new truths
echoing well published occult old truths to which joseph allegedly did
not have physical access however when it does suit the author in the
case of amulet manufacture for instance the necessary books were
readily available viewing this objectively why limit the strange books
of luman walters to reference works and procedural manuals the
number of parallels referred to as subtle echoes 151511 is impressive
I1 fear that quinns version of how they came to be in the long run will
not do the parallels are far more than subtle echoes and I1 see no reason
for ascribing them to god in the way quinn is suggesting did god the
all knowing need pre mormon occult lore in order to couch his new
teachings in suitably intelligible language surely the only need for
linguistic formulation was in the mind of the prophet and what is lost
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if the prophet joseph did consult pre mormon occult texts in the creation
of new scriptures Is it unreasonable to propose that in many cases
josephs mode of obtaining the divine will involved a preconceived
text why is it a problem if joseph drew on the very texts or verbal
accounts of them in which parallels are discerned by quinn who
has established a case for the awareness by someone in the presumed
pre mormon occult association of works by agrippa sibly barrett and
scot

all of the evidence looked at with the authors accustomed
objectivity which now deserts him suggests that joseph smith or
someone near him did have some strange books 82 the reader may
well feel that after allowing the author the use of hostile sources
because he is being scientific quinn at the last minute makes a show
of backing off from the consequences of his discoveries resorting to a
misconstrued untenable cliche 151511 see also dac 124 about the
character of revelation mormon style possibly quinn himself is
uncertain of his position and is offering an escape hatch to the
fainthearted but anyone who has attentively waded this far into the study
does not need help ofthatof that kind in drawing inferences in the one instance
where the very circumstantial case is made to look very solid the author
does not seem to be offering the right conclusion

much of chapter 6 is taken up by a discussion of magic in the book
of mormon and more particularly the problem of freemasonry as the
alleged contemporaneous target of attacks on secret societies in that
work somewhat less than convincingly quinn considers the book of
mormonsmonnonsmormansMorMonmonsnons negative position on magic as limited to black magic
sorcery and therefore not inconsistent with his own thesis

there are many points of special interest in chapter 6 including an
antecedent in occult literature ascension of isaiah translated in 1819
for the book of mormonscormonsMormons seemingly anachronistic treatment of pre
christian christianity occult features of the book of moses reminiscent
of the pre mormon book of enoch englishedenglisherEnglished in 1821 occult
parallels in revelation on the priesthood angels baptism for the dead
discernment of spirits and the nonimmateriality of spirit and parallels
between the mormon temple endowment and the ancient mysteries

I1 find this most enlightening possibly however quinn under-
estimates some difficulties of his position in this chapter to sum up it
is impossible to rule out the availability to joseph smith of texts to which
some ofhis revelations seem indebted from which may partly derive key
instances of doctrinal deviance canonized by the latter day saints the
authors definition of revelation in josephs case is inadequate faced
with quinns evidence I1 believe many will eventually be forced to favor
the view that joseph smith like the narrator ofofpoespoes the raven had
spent some nights poring over quaint and curious volumes of forgotten
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lore in my opinion the sooner we cope with this the more interesting
and healthy our history will be obviously oral transmission and a
powerful synthetic faculty in the mind of the prophet can have been great
aids to divine inspiration it is possible that in quinns carefully stated
belief that no historical documents will alter what are for him essential
religious truths he has neglected the fact that many people do not
establish an antiseptic division between their faith and their profession
and even if they wanted so to dichotomize their awareness they could not

I1 question too the advisability of publishing a study of this
importance without a creative attempt to solve the problems it poses the
book in its present form is a bombshell without sufficient devices for a
defusing whither do the new facts lead how for example is the vital
golden plates retrieval scene to be summed up Is it to remain an essential
mystery

studies of primitive christianity and of the territory and ambience
in which it emerged reveal the most extraordinary borrowing from other
cults thus james G frazer proposed indirectly that there was nothing
new in the christian religion might not mormonism already
programmed with the belief that there is nothing new unrevealed in
former dispensations and faced with the facts eventually content
itself with a god playing a somewhat diminished role in the restoration
guiding joseph in the selection of true precepts from among many others
less true the presence of much occult lore in mormonismsMormonisms extra
scriptures certainly enhances its claim to be the restoration of all things
dacd&c 276

quinns final chapter the persistence and decline of magic after
1830 is not the most engaging one having something of the character
ofa denouement following the catastrophe of chapters 5 and 6 still
it is full of good things indeed part of the letdown probably results from
sadness in seeing the old worldviewworldview fade away in forty or fifty years or
less as the saints get down to the business of taming the desert and
coming to terms with the gentiles

quinn is careful to correct the view that seer stones were not
used after 1829 the disaffection of page and the whitmerswhittersWhitmers apparently
began over the diminished role of seer stones in the church from
the 1880s seer stones became relics of a time more devoted to
magic which may have been a more magical time divining with a
rod has had a less interesting history since 1830 surviving mostly
in well witching most other aspects of this chapter are less interesting
often revealing more about quinns attitude to rounding up the
evidence than about mormonism or magic mormonscormonsMormons according to the
author were practicing predictive astrology which in another age would
have got them classified as sorcerers and burnt but no strong proof is
given
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in all it is not a very good advertisement for the substancesubstansubstantce of the
mormon experience with magic that it faded so ssoonoon from the picture
after joseph smiths death it amounts almost to an official parody of the
institutionalization of charisma that joseph smith the prophet magus
was succeeded by that pragmatic yankee who took over the now useless
stones but not the attendant calling while saving the outward church
joseph for all his genius may well have been over his head in magic as
in masonry real estate women ancient tongues politics etc but it
would seem that he had as much of magic as was needed when he needed
it

whatever admixture ofdivine inspiration and revelation we ascribe
to them may not many of those marvelous features of monmormonmonnonnon doctrine
that distinguish it from protestantism really be viewed as the venture of
the prophet magus out of the realm of operative magic onto a more
conceptual plane without the surrender of his basicanimisticbasic animistic intuition of
the way things are it has occurred to me since reading quinn that I1
inherited from joseph smith this view of the nature of things which has
stayed with me informing my own artistic vision and for which I1 am
most grateful the prophet steadfastly taught spiritual values even while
succumbing like most people to material ones some aspects of the
magic worldviewworldview have not suffered an early death and may be called
back by souls in need of them the passing out of common use of certain
implements of magic such as seer stones and divining rods would not
necessarily mean that no one is seeing or divining the unseen any more
and as long as moses 35 remains in the canon anything from magic to
middle platonism might flare up in mormoniaMormonia

A troubling aspect is the lingering of treasure digging which I1

think has not died despite the passing of seer stones divining rods magic
circles and ceremonial daggers quinn argues that the ethos of treasure
seeking was such as to confirm the acceptability of the practice after the
organization of the church in 1830 even though joseph smith himself
played it down with village seers and the specific treasures of western
new york out of the picture there still remains a large contingent who
harbor the major assumption that god will aid us in becoming rich when
we become sufficiently purified with resultant boon to the lap of the
church as alleged by ezra booth in 1834 3 in spite of all otherchangesother changes
the pursuit of material treasure deriving from a kind of folk calvinism
seems little affected by the decline of magic

one of the roles of the folk seems to be that of preserving and
conserving elements of culture forgotten or passed over by the
41 mainstream the upper classes the creative bourgeoisie in latter
times and such other elements of the populace as may desire to emulate
their ways this ability of the folk to preserve has often resulted in
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important even astounding cultural transfusion by which the estab-
lished order is quickened and renovated through the receptivity of ssome6me
of its members examples are the romantic movement the celtic
revival the revival of lyrical poetry in spain earliearilearliererinin this century and
the folk revival in english and american music these past decades the
same quickening may be witnessed in individual careers of unique
cultural innovators francisco de goya inaugurated the modem
revolution in european painting partly by reviving popular shapes and
subjects of the middle ages

joseph smiths folk environment of magic may be viewed partially
in this light joseph pulled himself up most admirably by his bootstraps
and still never fully came abreast of high culture any serious religious
revival let alone a movement claiming to restore an entire ancient
religious tradition lock stock and barrel must embody folk elements
new religion often has come about through the agency of marginal
individuals with extravagant pretensions and from the standpoint of
prevailing prejudices a smattering of learning

more cultural factors than could be effectively laid aside and done
away with by the successive european cultures lurked among the
american and european people inevitably some would emerge not
among the learned who were busy with other things but from ththeireirair true
repository the folk much of what quinn calls occult others have
sometimes described as pagan western religion and art consists
typically of a blend of christian and pagan matter as in the cases of
chaucer shakespeare milton and coleridge pagan is first of all
another way of saying rustic or of the countryside A dire sectarian
prejudice shared by many of us insists that there be one true orientation
to life roped off and surely classified yet mormonism is pagan as well
as christian and all the better for that it remains to be seen whether
pagan elements were restored in vain

for the smiths the whitmerswhittersWhitmers and the knights who were
faced with the creation and maintenance of the only true church out
of a lot of yankee seekers and english conformistsnonconformistsnon god had to
be juggled conjured out of his hiding place the churches of
joseph smiths day did not provide a framework in which his
important mission of restoration could occur any more than his own
church does today at present many mormonscormonsMormons in gaining enlighten-
ment from the standpoint of a more secular worldviewworldview come to feel
duped yet michael quinns new study helps us realize why our
ancestors were not or did not feel taken bybyjosephjoseph smith in the sphere
of the sacred joseph smith was one of the folk offering access to the
divine we have found him the greatest of men in our recent spiritual
heritage all too human yet for countless thousands he has put the
living god back into religion
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there is a sense in which religion in the west is folk in which
folk religion is a tautology A disproportionately high percentage

ofoftheophaniestheophaniestheoph anies happen to weird poets shepherd boys coopers and
carpenters sons housewives shoemakers and tailors apprentices it
seems that this holds equally before during and after the institutionali-
zation that eventually subordinates the supernatural to theology and
ecclesiolatry A startling feature ofofmormonismmormonism in view of its folk origins
is that of its having been institutionalized almost from its inception
this wasyankeewas yankee ingenuity unique to mormonism it would seem is

an intricate authoritarian organization with an inchoate theology full of
folk elements yielding an exaggerated literalism partly I1 propose
because of the speed with which it was canonized As mormonscormons depart
economically and intellectually from the folkthefolkfoik the risk of loss of belief
naturally increases

an aspect of the magic worldyiewworldviewworldyiewviewsiewslew may offer a solution to this
difficulty especially if mormonism does not insist on maintaining a
perpetual low church profile involving all faithful adherents I1 mean
hermetic science and related neoplatonicneo platonic doctrines which through their
peculiar ways of knitting metaphor to materiality could help to mitigate
the hard extreme materialism of modem latter day saints much of
the scriptural material quinn deals with in chapter 6 would obviously be
happier in a context far less folkloric than the focus of the present
study and less orthodox than that particular framework offered by
sterling mcmurrin quinns work is interpretable as a sign that
attempting to view mormonism in some other world historical context
may soon be the order of the day I1 hope that someone will perform this
service on behalf of mormonismsMormonisms more esoteric doctrines which are in
even greater need than others of being accommodated within an appro-
priate historical framework and developed inaccordunaccordin accord with their potential

some may be unaware that hermetic theology while much
neglected is an important strain of western culture indispensable to the
rise of modem science with major repercussions in philosophy it
appears to have bequeathed to us a number of important ideas much
cherished by mormonsmonnonscormonsmonnoneMorMonmonsnons for example the preterrestrial divinity of
man the indestructibility of matter and the denial of the immateriality
of spirit ascribed by quinn also to neoplatonismneo platonism all of which
appear coincidentally in the restorationist system of the sixteenth
century archhereticarch heretic servetus who got them from hermetic texts
teachings of the old alchymists were noted among mormonmonnon doctrines
by sir richard burton and it may be more than coincidence that the
paracelsus institute a school of alchemists flourishes in salt lake city
hermetic theology was once regarded by the learned as a branch of
revealed religion hermetic writings ranked with the torah and the new
testament and their pseudonymous author hermes Trismegisttrismegistusus was
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considered to be an actual historical personage on a par with moses this
view was discredited by classical philologists during the renaissance
and the power of scholarship to undermine the foundations of religious
revelation was underscored

among the most interesting new ideas on the role of joseph smith
as a prophet magus is that offered by klaus hansen deriving
partly from a controversial application of brain hemisphere theory by
julian jaynes in the origin of consciousness in the breakdown of
the bicameral mind hansens theory suggests that josephs preter-
natural spiritual gifts and the capacity of his disciples to appreciate and
participate in them are made more readily explicable by the prophets
alleged possession of a very old fashioned psyche a mind so archaic in
organization as to involve functions we might think of as prerational
according to this view characteristically modem mentality because of
evolving habits of communication between brain hemispheres is no
longer adapted for direct experience of the supernatural which it
nevertheless craves this is interpretable as a view of the folk as an
atavism of society in remote times in the midst of which the prophet is
distinguished because he possess the paradoxically retrograde
mental organization to a far greater and more felicitous degree than his
fellows

I1 mention this partly because of the need to further develop the
occult aspects of mormon teaching As we depart from our rural origins
would the right hemisphere not still want an unmodemunmodel role in our lives
if not do we not at least retain for other reasons an inordinate interest
in the divine what will satisfy the metaphysical hunger of a generation
of mormonscormons alerted to modem professions and academic disciplines
certainly not a watered down protestantizedprotestantiz6d theology

this disparity between one tendency of mental organization and
another helps prepare us for difficulties posed by early mormonism and
the magic world view whose author seems driven both by strong
religious convictions and belief in the inevitable vindication of
objectivity in religious history E D howe once the arch foe of zion
was the first to note joseph smiths conjuring arts of which latter day
saints are hearing only now now are we being told by insiders that
the whitmerswhittersWhitmers were extremely radical religious nonconformists but this
only confirms howes allegation that they were noted in their neighbor-
hood for credulity and a general belief in witches 4 many of us
mormonitesMormo nites today whether pious believers or critically objective
students of history are closer in mental outlook to the position of howe
than to that of the prophet joseph and his early followers would we rant
and rave walk penniless to missouri witch a trove with a hazel rod or
join a communistic society do we really want to know what was in and
around that stone boxholefoxhole on 22 september 1823
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A scam brought the salamander to our attention but it may
have been lurking in our history all along too much could be made of
this but evidently a decision is wanted whether to try to keep the little
soft skinned reptile where did he come from Is he good have we the
right to make him part of our history are there advantages ioto keeping
him my answers are he came from the collective unconscious which
craves renewed enthusiasm in an aging charismatic sect threatened with
blandness hence a fire sprite for inspiration yes he is good especially
since the salamander is replete with symbolic potential for poetry
theology and the visual arts what has the seagull or the ox to offer next
to the salamander there is no comparison use a seagull once or twice
and its imagistic potential is exhausted but the salamander is among
other things a god an elemental and sire to a race of giants yes we have
every right to incorporate it into our history

apparently a little animal did appear the toad and frog
possibilities are less than satisfactory possibly the choice has been
made for us already if we must add an important spotted amphibian
to our history let it be the elegant black fire sprite the pedigreed
batrachian with historical connections not only to magic but also to
theology and poetry let it be a literary incarnation of the spirit of
god like a fire for augustine it is incorruptible by fire proof of
the power of god for quevedo an image of emotional stamina the
cold salamander to which learned lore gives the lie I1 dare to defend
inasmuch as my heart dwells in fires which I1 drink thirstily
without feeling them 6 salamandra is the title poem of an important
anthology by the mexican poet octavio paz what else do we have in the
way of poetic images with which to launch a fight against literalism it
is as though the little creature were sent mysteriously from on high to
restore and expand spirituality among a people long stricken by this
troublesome infirmity and thus deprived of poetic revelation

for many religion is realreat and it works as I1 said of alva beamansbeamandBeamans
magic quinns book heightens our awareness of the supernatural
reminding us that god is still alive and kicking for many modem people
some people myself included gain access to the divine only through the
symbolic through acts of the imagination and the salamander is as
precisely as possible a visible voice from the other world surely
mormonscormonsMormons to remain faithful to their roots must seize every chance to
restore much lore cut away from western culture long ago the
salamander we have observed has a life of his own and may not soon
fade away no matter what position anyone takes concerning him may
he therefore delve into our brains and fill our awareness with divine fire
may he be carved in stone over our doorways may he sire a race of
spiritual giants to keep us from slipping irretrievably into the death maw
of protestantism
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go then little sprite and do thy work go and wake up the saints
help them to accept their amazing history in all its rugged harshness and
primitive divinity help me to remember that there still is much for me
in my peoples culture be fruitful and multiply and spread thine
influence restore to our art and our theology the ineffable mystery of the
divine go and undermine all edifices erected without spirituality crawl
up the skirts ofpuritan ladies and give them a fright go and help religion
not to be the opiate of the people
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the face of the deep before dawn

for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the lo10lordrd
as the waters cover the sea isa 11119ilg9

still I1 have seen the sea oats swaying on the shore
and all the gulls and pipers in ballet

while the suddssurfscurfs chant sets my thoughts adrift
on paper boats that dance

among the nets of kelp to explore
the tide pools scuttling secrets but the bay

that jealous heiress conceals her gift
beneath the hourglass sands that shift

and undermine my balance

here where cats watch owl eyed and keep
colonies in caves cut deep by tickling tide

I1 pause the jasmine lie like fallen stars
whitecapsWhitecaps mock the sails of foundered ships

in ebbs hiss I1 hear prufrocksPrufrocks menmermaidsnaids hushing me to sleep
there where catalina shimmersimmersschimmerssh a brooch pinned to the wide

lapel of earth I1 search does it lie beached on sandbars
pirate plundered in forgotten wars

or full fathom five sealed on coral lips

at last I1 toss my questions to the sea
if you could tell me what I1 long to know

if you could whisper truths unfathomed and I1
in some lightning tongue

could read your testimony
how you were formed and where your currents flow

what makes your tempests blow and why
on the canvas of your twilight sky

the colors of eternal life are flung

karen todd

karen todd is a part time faculty member in english at brigham young university
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